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STABLE FLUCTUATIONS FOR BALLISTIC RANDOM WALKS IN
RANDOM ENVIRONMENT ON Z
NATHANAE¨L ENRIQUEZ, CHRISTOPHE SABOT, LAURENT TOURNIER,
AND OLIVIER ZINDY
Abstract. We consider transient random walks in random environment on Z in the positive speed
(ballistic) and critical zero speed regimes. A classical result of Kesten, Kozlov and Spitzer proves
that the hitting time of level n, after proper centering and normalization, converges to a completely
asymmetric stable distribution, but does not describe its scale parameter. Following [7], where the
(non-critical) zero speed case was dealt with, we give a new proof of this result in the subdiffusive
case that provides a complete description of the limit law. Furthermore, our proof enables us to
give a description of the quenched distribution of hitting times. Like in [7], the case of Dirichlet
environment turns out to be remarkably explicit.
1. Introduction
Random walks in a one-dimensional random environment were first introduced in
the late sixties as a toy model for DNA replication. The recent development of
micromanipulation technics such as DNA unzipping has raised a renewed interest in
this model in genetics and biophysics, cf. for instance [4] where it is involved in a
DNA sequencing procedure. Its mathematical study was initiated by Solomon’s 1975
article [23], characterizing the transient and recurrent regimes and proving a strong
law of large numbers. A salient feature emerging from this work was the existence
of an intermediary regime where the walk is transient with a zero asymptotic speed,
in contrast with the case of simple random walks. Shortly afterward, Kesten, Kozlov
and Spitzer [15] precised this result in giving limit laws in the transient regime. When
suitably normalized, the (properly centered) hitting time of site n by the random walk
was proved to converge toward a stable law as n tends to infinity, which implies a limit
law for the random walk itself. In particular, this entailed that the ballistic case (i.e.
with positive speed) further decomposes into a diffusive and a subdiffusive regimes.
The aim of this article is to fully characterize the limit law in the subdiffusive (non-
Gaussian) regime. Our approach is based on the one used in the similar study of the
zero speed regime [7] by three of the authors. The proof of [15] relied on the use of
an embedded branching process in random environment (with immigration), which
gives little insight into the localization of the random walk and no explicit parameters
for the limit. Rather following Sinai’s study [22] of the recurrent case and physicists’
heuristics developed since then (cf. for instance [2]), we proceed to an analysis of the
potential associated to the environment as a way to locate the “deep valleys” that
are likely to slow down the walk the most. We thus prove that the fluctuations of the
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hitting time of n with respect to its expectation mainly come from the time spent at
crossing a very small number of deep potential wells. Since these are well apart, this
translates the situation to the study of an almost-i.i.d. sequence of exit times out of
“deep valleys”. The distribution of these exit times involves the expectation of some
functional of a meander associated to the potential, which was shown in [6] to relate
to Kesten’s renewal series, making it possible to get explicit constants in the limit.
The case of Beta distributions turns out to be fully explicit as a consequence of a
result by Chamayou and Letac [3]. The proof also covers the non-ballistic regime,
including the critical zero-speed case, which was not covered in [7].
Let us mention two other works relative to this setting. Mayer-Wolf, Roitershtein
and Zeitouni [16] generalized the limit laws of [15] from i.i.d. to Markovian environ-
ment, still keeping with the branching process viewpoint. And Peterson [17] (fol-
lowing [19]), in the classical i.i.d. setting and using potential technics, proved that
no quenched limit law (i.e. inside a fixed generic environment) exists in the ballistic
subdiffusive regime.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the results. The notions of
excursions and deep valleys are introduced in Section 3, which will enable us to give
in Subsection 3.3 the sketch and organization of the proof that occupies the rest of
the paper.
2. Notations and main results
Let ω := (ωi, i ∈ Z) be a family of i.i.d. random variables taking values in (0, 1)
defined on Ω, which stands for the random environment. Denote by P the distribution
of ω and by E the corresponding expectation. Conditioning on ω (i.e. choosing an
environment), we define the random walk in random environment X := (Xn, n ≥
0) starting from x ∈ Z as a nearest-neighbour random walk on Z with transition
probabilities given by ω: if we denote by Px,ω the law of the Markov chain (Xn, n ≥ 0)
defined by Px,ω (X0 = x) = 1 and
Px,ω (Xn+1 = z |Xn = y) :=
 ωy, if z = y + 1,1− ωy, if z = y − 1,0, otherwise,
then the joint law of (ω,X) is Px( dω, dX) := Px,ω( dX)P ( dω). For convenience, we
let P := P0. We refer to [24] for an overview of results on random walks in random
environment. An important role is played by the sequence of variables
ρi :=
1− ωi
ωi
, i ∈ Z.(2.1)
We will make the following assumptions in the rest of this paper.
Assumptions.
(a) there exists 0 < κ < 2 for which E [ρκ0 ] = 1 and E
[
ρκ0 log
+ ρ0
]
<∞;
(b) the distribution of log ρ0 is non-lattice.
We now introduce the hitting time τ(x) of site x for the random walk (Xn, n ≥ 0),
τ(x) := inf{n ≥ 1 : Xn = x}, x ∈ Z.
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For α ∈ (1, 2), let Scaα be the completely asymmetric stable zero mean random
variable of index α with characteristic function
(2.2) E[eitS
ca
α ] = exp((−it)α) = exp
(
|t|α cos
πα
2
(
1− i sgn(t) tan
πα
2
))
,
where we use the principal value of the logarithm to define (−it)α(= eα log(−it)) for
real t, and sgn(t) := 1(0,+∞)(t)− 1(−∞,0)(t). Note that cos
πα
2
< 0.
For α = 1, let Sca1 be the completely asymmetric stable random variable of index 1
with characteristic function
(2.3) E[eitS
ca
1 ] = exp(−
π
2
|t| − it log |t|) = exp
(
−
π
2
|t|(1 + i
2
π
sgn(t) log |t|)
)
.
Moreover, let us introduce the constant CK describing the tail of Kesten’s renewal
series R :=
∑
k≥0 ρ0 · · ·ρk, see [14]:
P (R > x) ∼ CKx
−κ, x→∞.
Note that several probabilistic representations are available to compute CK numeri-
cally, which are equally efficient. The first one was obtained by Goldie [11], a second
was conjectured by Siegmund [21], and a third one was obtained in [6].
2.1. Annealed results. The main result of the paper can be stated as follows. The
symbol “
(law)
−→” denotes the convergence in distribution.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (a) and (b) we have, under P, when x or n goes to
infinity,
• if 1 < κ < 2, letting v := 1−E[ρ0]
1+E[ρ0]
,
τ(x)− xv−1
x1/κ
(law)
−→ 2
(
−
πκ2
sin(πκ)
C2KE[ρ
κ
0 log ρ0]
)1/κ
Scaκ(2.4)
and
Xn − nv
n1/κ
(law)
−→ −2
(
−
πκ2
sin(πκ)
C2KE[ρ
κ
0 log ρ0]
)1/κ
v1+
1
κScaκ ;(2.5)
• if κ = 1, for some deterministic sequences (ux)x, (vn)n converging to 1,
τ(x)− ux
2
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
x log x
x
(law)
−→
2
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
Sca1(2.6)
and
Xn − vn
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
2
n
logn
n/(logn)2
(law)
−→
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
2
Sca1 .(2.7)
In particular, for κ = 1, the following limits in probability hold:
τ(x)
x log x
(p)
−→
2
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
and
Xn
n/ logn
(p)
−→
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
2
.(2.8)
Remarks.
• The proof of the theorem will actually give an expression for the sequence (ux)x.
• The case 0 < κ < 1, already settled in [7], also follows from (a subset of) the
proof.
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This theorem takes a remarkably explicit form in the case of Dirichlet environment,
i.e. when the law of ω0 is Beta(α, β) :=
1
B(α,β)
xα−1(1−x)β−11(0,1)(x) dx, with α, β > 0
and B(α, β) :=
∫ 1
0
xα−1(1 − x)β−1 dx = Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+β)
. An easy computation leads to κ =
α − β. Thanks to a very nice result of Chamayou and Letac [3] giving the explicit
value of CK =
1
(α−β)B(α−β,β)
in this case, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. In the case where ω0 has a distribution Beta(α, β), with 1 ≤ α−β < 2,
Theorem 1 applies with κ = α − β. Then we have, when x or n goes to infinity, if
1 < α− β < 2,
τ(x)− α+β−1
α−β−1
x
x
1
α−β
law
−→ 2
(
−
π
sin(π(α− β))
Ψ(α)−Ψ(β)
B(α− β, β)2
) 1
α−β
Scaα−β ,
and
Xn −
α−β−1
α+β−1
n
n
1
α−β
law
−→ −2
(
−
π
sin(π(α− β))
Ψ(α)−Ψ(β)
B(α− β, β)2
) 1
α−β (
α−β−1
α+β−1
)1+ 1
α−β
Scaα−β ,
where Ψ denotes the classical digamma function, Ψ(z) := (log Γ)′(z) = Γ
′(z)
Γ(z)
. Further-
more, if α− β = 1, then we have
E[ρ0 log ρ0] =
1
β
.
2.2. Quenched results. Recall the definition of the Wasserstein metric W 1 between
probability measures µ, ν on R:
W 1(µ, ν) = inf
(X,Y ) :
X ∼ µ, Y ∼ ν
E[|X − Y |],
where the infimum is taken over all couplings (X, Y ) with marginals µ and ν. We will
denote by W 1ω(X, Y ) the W
1 distance between the laws of random variables X and Y
conditional to ω, i.e. between the “quenched distributions” of X and Y .
The proof of Theorem 1 (which was first prepublished a few months ago as [9])
is based on robust enough quenched estimates so as to entail a description of the
quenched law of τ(x) in terms of the environment. This result can be stated in
different ways, depending on the applications we have in mind, either practical or
theoretical. We give two variants and mention that the following results hold for any
κ ∈ (0, 2) (so that the sub-ballisitic regime is also included, even though a finer study
was led for κ ∈ (0, 1) in [8]). The precise definitions involved in the theorems will be
given in the next section, but Corollary 2 does not depend on them.
Theorem 2. Under assumptions (a) and (b) we have
W 1ω
τ(x)−Eω[τ(x)]
x1/κ
,
1
x1/κ
n(x)−1∑
i=0
Eω[τ(ei, ei+1)]e¯i
 P−probability−→
x
0,
with e¯i := ei − 1 where (ei)i are i.i.d. exponential random variables of parameter 1,
independent of ω, and ei, n(x) are functions of the environment that will be described
in the next section; the terms Eω[τ(ei, ei+1)] can be made explicit (see (4.4) in the
Preliminaries), and n(x) may be replaced by
⌊
x
E[e1]
⌋
.
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Theorem 3. Under assumptions (a) and (b), we may enlarge the probability space so
as to introduce i.i.d. random variables Ẑ = (Ẑi)i≥0 such that
P (Ẑi > t) ∼ 2
κCU t
−κ, t→∞,
where CU is given in (4.10) and
W 1
(ω,Ẑ)
τ(x)−Eω[τ(x)]
x1/κ
,
1
x1/κ
⌊x/E[e1]⌋∑
i=1
Ẑie¯i
 P−probability−→
x
0,
with e¯i := ei − 1 where (ei)i are i.i.d. exponential random variables of parameter 1,
independent of Ẑ, and W 1
(ω,Ẑ)
(X, Y ) denotes the W 1 distance between the law of X
given ω and the law of Y given Ẑ.
Remark. The fluctuation of τ(x) is actually essentially given by the time spent at ex-
iting a few “deep valleys” of the potential; this behavior is emphasized in the following
formulation which lies at the core of the proofs: under assumptions (a) and (b),
(2.9) W 1ω
τ(x)− Eω[τ(x)]
x1/κ
,
1
x1/κ
K(x)∑
i=1
Eω[τ(bi, di)]e¯i
 P−probability−→
x
0,
with e¯i := ei − 1 where (ei)i are i.i.d. exponential random variables of parameter
1, independent of ω, and bi, di, K(x) are functions of the environment that will be
described in the next section. Again, the terms Eω[τ(bi, di)] can be made explicit. This
formula is well suited to derive practical information about τ(x) which for instance
appears as an unzipping time in [4].
By a classical result (cf. [5] p.152, or [20] p.138 for a general result), {n−1/κẐi | 1 ≤
i ≤ n} converges toward a Poisson point process of intensity 2κCUκx
−κ+1 dx. It is
therefore natural to expect the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Under assumptions (a) and (b) we have
L
(
τ(x)−Eω[τ(x)]
x1/κ
∣∣∣∣ω) W 1−→x L
(
∞∑
i=1
ξie¯i
∣∣∣∣∣ (ξi)i≥1
)
in law,
where the convergence is the convergence in law on the W 1 metric space of probability
measures on R with finite first moment, and (ξi)i≥1 is a Poisson point process of
intensity λκ dx
xκ+1
where
λ :=
2κCU
E[e1]
= 2κκE[ρκ log ρ]C2K ,
e¯i := ei − 1 where (ei)i are i.i.d. exponential random variables of parameter 1, and
the two families are independent of each other. In the case κ = 1, λ = 2
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
, and
in the case where ω0 has a distribution Beta(α, β), with 0 < α− β < 2,
λ = 2α−β
Ψ(α)−Ψ(β)
(α− β)B(α− β, β)2
.
Remarks.
• Since the topology of convergence in W 1-distance is coarser than the topology
of weak convergence restricted to probability measures with finite first moment,
we may replace W 1 by the topology of the convergence in law in the above limit.
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• For every ε > 0, the mass of (ε,+∞) for the measure µ = λκ dx
xκ+1
is finite, so
that it makes sense to consider a decreasing ordering (ξ(k))k≥1 of the Poisson
process of intensity µ. A change of variable then shows that
(2.10) ξ(k) = λ1/κ(f1 + · · ·+ fk)
−1/κ, k ≥ 1,
(fk)k being i.i.d. exponential random variables of parameter 1. In particular,
by the law of large numbers,
(2.11) ξ(k) ∼ λ1/κk−1/κ, k →∞, a.s.,
hence
∑
i(ξi)
2 =
∑
k(ξ
(k))2 < ∞ a.s.. Thus, the random series
∑
n ξne¯n con-
verges a.s.. Furthermore, since its characteristic function is also an absolutely
convergent product, its law does not depend on the ordering of the points.
Corollary 2 can be easily deduced from the previous theorems. We give a short
proof of this result in Section 10.
While finishing writing the present article, we learned a few days ago about the
article [18] by Peterson and Samorodnitsky giving a result close to Corollary 2; our
statement however gives convergence in W 1 instead of weak convergence and specifies
the value of the constant.
In the following, the constant C stands for a positive constant large enough, whose
value can change from line to line. We henceforth assume that hypotheses (a) and (b)
hold; in particular, wherever no further restriction is mentioned, we have 0 < κ < 2.
3. Notion of valley – Sketch of the proof
Following Sinai [22] (in the recurrent case), and more recently the study of the case
0 < κ < 1 in [7], we define notions of potential and valleys that enable to visualize
where the random walk spends most of its time.
3.1. The potential. The potential, denoted by V = (V (x), x ∈ Z), is a function of
the environment ω defined by V (0) = 0 and ρx = e
V (x)−V (x−1) for every x ∈ Z, i.e.
V (x) :=

∑x
i=1 log ρi if x ≥ 1,
0 if x = 0,
−
∑0
i=x+1 log ρi if x ≤ −1,
where the ρi’s are defined in (2.1). Under hypothesis (a), Jensen’s inequality gives
E[log ρκ0 ] ≤ logE[ρ
κ
0 ] = 0, and hypothesis (b) excludes the equality case ρ0 = 1 a.s.,
hence E[log ρ0] < 0 and thus V (x)→ ∓∞ a.s. when x→ ±∞.
Furthermore, we consider the weak descending ladder epochs of the potential, de-
fined by e0 := 0 and
(3.1) ei+1 := inf{k > ei : V (k) ≤ V (ei)}, i ≥ 0.
Observe that (ei−ei−1)i≥1 is a family of i.i.d. random variables. Moreover, hypothesis
(a) of Theorem 1 implies that e1 is exponentially integrable. Indeed, for all n > 0,
for any λ > 0, P (e1 > n) ≤ P (V (n) > 0) = P (e
λV (n) > 1) ≤ E[eλV (n)] = E[ρλ0 ]
n, and
E[ρλ0 ] < 1 for any 0 < λ < κ by convexity of s 7→ E[ρ
s
0].
Let us also define, for x > 0,
n(x) := min{i : ei ≥ x}.
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It will be convenient to extend the sequence (ei)i≥0 to negative indices by letting
(3.2) ei−1 := sup{k < ei : ∀l < k, V (l) ≥ V (k)}, i ≤ 0.
The structure of the sequence (ei)i∈Z will be better understood after Lemma 3.
Observe that the intervals (ei, ei+1], i ∈ Z, stand for the excursions of the potential
above its past minimum, provided V (x) ≥ 0 when x ≤ 0. Let us introduce Hi, the
height of the excursion (ei, ei+1], defined by
Hi := max
ei≤k≤ei+1
(V (k)− V (ei)) , i ∈ Z.
Note that the random variables (Hi)i≥0 are i.i.d. For notational convenience, we will
write H := H0.
In order to quantify what “high excursions” are, we need a key result of Iglehart
[13] which gives the tail probability of H , namely
(3.3) P (H > h) ∼ CI e
−κh, h→∞,
where
CI :=
(1−E[eκV (e1)])2
κE[ρκ0 log ρ0]E[e1]
.
This result comes from the following classical consequence of renewal theory (see [10]):
if S := supk≥0 V (k), then
(3.4) P (S > h) ∼ CF e
−κh, h→∞,
where CF satisfies CI = (1−E[e
κV (e1)])CF .
3.2. The deep valleys. The notion of deep valley is relative to the space scale. Let
n ≥ 2. To define the corresponding deep valleys, we extract from the excursions of
the potential above its minimum these whose heights are greater than a critical height
hn, defined by
hn :=
1
κ
logn− log logn.
Moreover, let qn denote the probability that the height of such an excursion is larger
than hn. Due to (3.3), it satisfies
qn := P (H > hn) ∼ CI e
−κhn, n→∞.
Then, let (σ(i))i≥1 be the sequence of the indices of the successive excursions whose
heights are greater than hn. More precisely,
σ(1) := inf{j ≥ 0 : Hj ≥ hn},
σ(i+ 1) := inf{j > σ(i) : Hj ≥ hn}, i ≥ 1.
We consider now some random variables depending only on the environment, which
define the deep valleys.
Definition 1. For i ≥ 1, let us introduce
ai := eσ(i)−Dn , bi := eσ(i), di := eσ(i)+1,
where
(3.5) Dn :=
⌈
1 + γ
Aκ
logn
⌉
,
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with arbitrary γ > 0, and A equals E[−V (e1)] if this expectation is finite and is
otherwise an arbitrary positive real number. For every i ≥ 1, the piece of environment
(ωx)ai<x≤di is called the i-th deep valley (with bottom at bi).
Note that the definitions of ai and di differ slightly from those in [7]. We shall
denote by Kn the number of such deep valleys before en, i.e.
Kn := #{0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : Hi ≥ hn}
and, for x > 0,
K(x) := Kn(x).
Remark. In wider generality, our proof adapts easily if we choose hn, Dn such that
ne−κhn → +∞, Dn ≥ Chn for a large C, and ne
−2κhnDn → 0. These conditions
ensure respectively that the first n deep valleys include the most significant ones, that
they are wide enough (to the left) so as to make negligible the time spent on their left
after the walk has reached their bottom, and that they are disjoint. A typical range for
hn is
1
2κ
log n+ (1 + α) log logn ≤ hn ≤
1
κ
logn− ε log log n, where α, ε > 0.
3.3. Proof sketch. The idea directing our proofs is that the time τ(en) splits into
(a) the time spent at crossing the numerous “small” excursions, which will give the
first order nv−1 (or n logn if κ = 1) and whose fluctuations are negligible on a scale
of n1/κ, and (b) the time spent inside deep valleys, which is on the order of n1/κ, as
well as its fluctuations, and will therefore provide the limit law after normalization.
Moreover, with overwhelming probability, the deep valleys are disjoint and the times
spent at crossing them may therefore be treated as independent random variables.
The proof of Theorem 1 divides into three parts: reducing the time spent in the
deep valleys to an i.i.d. setting (Section 5); neglecting the fluctuations of the time
spent in the shallow valleys (Section 6); and evaluating the tail probability of the
time spent in one valley (Section 7). These elements shall indeed enable us to apply a
classical theorem relative to i.i.d. heavy-tailed random variables (Section 8). Section
9 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2-3 and of (2.9) while Corollary 2 is proved
in Section 10. Finally the proofs of the technical lemmas (Lemmas 8-10) stated in
Section 7 are given in Section 11. Before that, a few preliminaries are necessary.
4. Preliminaries
This section divides into three independent parts. The first part recalls usual for-
mulas about random walks in a one-dimensional potential. The second one adapts
the main results from [6] in the present context. Finally the last part is devoted to
the effect of conditioning the potential on Z− (bearing in mind that this half of the
environment has little influence on the random walk), which is a technical tool to
provide stationarity for several sequences.
In the following, for any event A on the environments such that P (A) > 0, we use
the notations
PA := P ( · |A) and PA := P( · |A) = Pω × P
A(dω).
In addition, the specific notations
P≥0 := P ( · | ∀k ≤ 0, V (k) ≥ 0) and P≥0 := Pω × P
≥0(dω)
will prove themselves convenient.
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4.1. Quenched formulas. We recall here a few Markov chain formulas that are of
repeated use throughout the paper.
Quenched exit probabilities. For any a ≤ x ≤ b, (see [24], formula (2.1.4))
(4.1) Px,ω(τ(b) < τ(a)) =
∑
a≤k<x e
V (k)∑
a≤k<b e
V (k)
.
In particular,
(4.2) Px,ω(τ(a) =∞) =
∑
a≤k<x e
V (k)∑
k≥a e
V (k)
and
(4.3) Pa+1,ω(τ(a) =∞) =
(∑
k≥a
eV (k)−V (a)
)−1
.
Thus P0,ω(τ(1) = ∞) =
(∑
k≤0 e
V (k)
)−1
= 0, P -a.s. because V (k) → +∞ a.s. when
k → −∞, and P1,ω(τ(0) = ∞) =
(∑
k≥0 e
V (k)
)−1
> 0, P -a.s. by the root test (using
E[log ρ0] < 0). This means that X is transient to +∞ P-a.s.
Quenched expectation. For any a < b, P -a.s., (cf. [24])
Ea,ω[τ(b)] =
∑
a≤j<b
∑
i≤j
(1 + eV (i)−V (i−1))eV (j)−V (i)
=
∑
a≤j<b
∑
i≤j
αije
V (j)−V (i)(4.4)
where αij = 2 if i < j, and αjj = 1. Thus, we have
(4.5) Ea,ω[τ(b)] ≤ 2
∑
a≤j<b
∑
i≤j
eV (j)−V (i)
and in particular
(4.6) Ea,ω[τ(a + 1)] = 1 + 2
∑
i<a
eV (a)−V (i) ≤ 2
∑
i≤a
eV (a)−V (i).
Quenched variance. For any a < b, P -a.s., (cf. [1] or [12])
Vara,ω(τ(b)) = 4
∑
a≤k<b
∑
j≤k
eV (k)−V (j)(1 + eV (j−1)−V (j))
(∑
l<j
eV (j)−V (l)
)2
(4.7)
= 4
∑
a≤k<b
∑
j<k
(eV (k)+V (j) + eV (k)+V (j+1))
(∑
l≤j
e−V (l)
)2
.
Thus, we have
Vara,ω(τ(b)) ≤ 8
∑
a≤k<b
∑
j≤k
eV (k)+V (j)
(∑
l≤j
e−V (l)
)2
≤ 16
∑
a≤k<b
∑
l′≤l≤j≤k
eV (k)+V (j)−V (l)−V (l
′).(4.8)
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4.2. Renewal estimates. In this section we recall and adapt results from [6], which
are very useful to bound finely the expectations of exponential functionals of the
potential.
Let R− :=
∑
k≤0 e
−V (k). Then Lemma 3.2 from [6]) proves that
(4.9) E≥0[R−] <∞
and that more generally all the moments of R− are finite under P
≥0.
Let us define
TH := min{x ≥ 0 : V (x) = H},
and
M1 :=
∑
k<TH
e−V (k), M2 :=
∑
0≤k<e1
eV (k)−H .
Let Z := M1M2e
H . Theorem 2.2 (together with Remark 7.1) of [6] proves that
P≥0(Z > t,H = S) ∼ CU t
−κ as t→∞, where
(4.10) CU := CI
(
CK
CF
)2
= κE[ρκ0 log ρ0]E[e1](CK)
2.
The next lemma shows that the condition {H = S} can be dropped.
Lemma 1. We have
P≥0(Z > t) ∼
CU
tκ
, t→∞.
Proof. All moments of M1M2 are finite under P
≥0. Indeed, M2 ≤ e1, M1 ≤ e1 +∑
k≤0 e
−V (k) and the random variables e1 and
∑
k≤0 e
−V (k) have all moments finite
under P≥0 (cf. after (3.1) and (4.9)). For any ℓt > 0,
P≥0(Z > t,H < ℓt) ≤ P
≥0(M1M2 > te
−ℓt) ≤
E≥0[(M1M2)
2]
(te−ℓt)2
.
Since κ < 2, we may choose ℓt such that ℓt → ∞ and t
κ = o(t2e−2ℓt) as t → ∞,
hence P≥0(Z > t,H < ℓt) = o(t
−κ). On the other hand, Z is independent of S ′ :=
supx≥e1 V (x)− V (e1) ≥ S, hence
P≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt, S > H) ≤ P
≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt)P
≥0(S ′ > ℓt)
= P≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt)o(1)
as t→∞, so that
P≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt) ∼ P
≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt, H = S)
= P≥0(Z > t,H = S) + o(t−κ) ∼ CU t
−κ.
Thus we finally have
P≥0(Z > t) = P≥0(Z > t,H > ℓt) + P
≥0(Z > t,H < ℓt) = CUt
−κ + o(t−κ). 
We will actually need moments involving
M ′1 :=
∑
k<e1
e−V (k)
instead of M1(≤ M
′
1). The next result is an adaptation of Lemma 4.1 from [6] to
the present situation, together with (3.3), with a novelty coming from the difference
between M ′1 and M1.
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Lemma 2. For any α, β, γ ≥ 0, there is a constant C such that, for large h > 0,
(4.11) E≥0[(M ′1)
α(M2)
βeγH |H < h] ≤
 C if γ < κ,Ch if γ = κ,
Ce(γ−κ)h if γ > κ
and, if γ < κ,
(4.12) E≥0[(M ′1)
α(M2)
βeγH |H ≥ h] ≤ Ceγh.
Proof. Let M := (M ′1)
α(M2)
β. Note first that M ′1 ≤ R− + e1 and M2 ≤ e1, so that
all moments of M ′1 and M2 are finite under P
≥0 (cf. (4.9) and after (3.1)). Ho¨lder
inequality then gives E≥0[M ] <∞ and, since eH has moments up to order κ (excluded)
by (3.3), E≥0[(M ′1)
α(M2)
βeγH ] <∞ for γ < κ, which proves the very first bound.
Let us now prove in the other cases that we may insert the condition {S = H} in
the expectations. Let ℓ = ℓ(h) := 1
γ
log h. We have
(4.13) E≥0[MeγH1{H<h}] ≤ E
≥0[M ]h + E≥0[MeγH1{H<h,H>ℓ}]
Since M and H are independent of S ′ := supx≥e1 V (x)− V (e1), and {S > H > ℓ} ⊂
{S ′ > ℓ},
E≥0[MeγH1{H<h,H>ℓ}1{S>H}] ≤ E
≥0[MeγH1{H<h}]P (S
′ > ℓ).
Then P (S ′ > ℓ)→ 0 when h→∞, hence adding this left-hand side to (4.13) gives
E≥0[MeγH1{H<h}](1 + o(1)) ≤ E
≥0[M ]h + E≥0[MeγH1{H<h}1{H=S}].
Given that P (H = S) > 0, and h ≤ e(γ−κ)h for large h when γ > κ, it thus suffices to
prove the last two bounds of (4.11) with E≥0[MeγH |H < h,H = S] as the left-hand
side. As for (4.12), the introduction of ℓ is useless to prove similarly (skipping (4.13))
that we may condition by {H = S}.
For any r > 0, by Lemma 4.1 of [6],
(4.14) E≥0[(M2)
r|⌊H⌋, H = S] ≤ Cr.
On the other hand,M ′1 = M1+
∑
TH<k<e1
e−V (k). Let r > 0. We have, by Lemma 4.1
of [6], E≥0[(M1)
r|⌊H⌋, H = S] ≤ Cr. As for the other term, it results from Lemma
3.4 of [6] that (H,
∑
TH≤k<e1
e−V (k)) has same distribution under P≥0(·|H = S) as
(H,
∑
T−H<k≤0
eV (k)−H) where T−H := sup{k ≤ 0|V (k) > H}, and we claim that there
is C ′r > 0 such that, for all N ∈ N,
(4.15) E
( ∑
T−N<k≤0
eV (k)
)r ≤ C ′rerN .
Before we prove this inequality, let us use it to conclude that
E≥0[(M ′1)
r|⌊H⌋, H = S] ≤ 2r
(
E≥0[(M1)
r|⌊H⌋, H = S] + e−r⌊H⌋Cer(⌊H⌋+1)
)
≤ C ′.(4.16)
For readibility reasons, we write the proof of (4.15) when r = 2, the case of higher
integer values being exactly similar and implying the general case (if 0 < r < s,
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E[Xr] ≤ E[Xs]r/s for any positive X). We have
(4.17) E
( ∑
T−N<k≤0
eV (k)
)2 ≤ ∑
0≤m,n<N
en+1em+1E[ν([n, n + 1))ν([m,m+ 1))]
where ν(A) := #{k ≤ 0 : V (k) ∈ A} for all A ⊂ R. For any n ∈ N, Markov property
at time sup{k ≤ 0 : V (k) ∈ [n, n+1)} implies that E[ν([n, n+1))2] ≤ E[ν([−1, 1))2].
This latter expectation is finite because V (1) has a negative mean and is exponentially
integrable; more precisely, ν([−1, 1)) is exponentially integrable as well: for λ > 0,
for all k ≥ 0, P (V (−k) < 1) ≤ eλE[eλV (1)]k = eλE[ρλ]k hence, choosing λ > 0 small
enough so that E[ρλ] < 1 (cf. assumption (a)), we have, for all p ≥ 0,
P (ν([−1, 1)) > p) ≤ P (∃k ≥ p s.t. V (−k) < 1)
≤
∑
k≥p
P (V (−k) < 1) ≤ eλ(1− E[ρλ])−1E[ρλ]p.
Thus, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (or ab ≤ 1
2
(a2+b2)) to bound the expectations
uniformly, the right-hand side of (4.17) is less than Ce2N for some constant C. This
proves (4.15).
Finally, assembling (4.14) and (4.16) leads to
E≥0[M |⌊H⌋, H = S] ≤ E≥0[(M ′1)
2α|⌊H⌋, H = S]1/2E≥0[(M2)
2β|⌊H⌋, H = S]1/2 ≤ C
hence, conditioning by ⌊H⌋,
E≥0[MeγH1{H<h}|H = S] ≤ C
′E[eγ(⌊H⌋+1)1{⌊H⌋<h}] ≤ C
′′E[eγH1{H<h+1}],
and similarly
E≥0[MeγH1{H>h}|H = S] ≤ C
′′E[eγH1{H>h−1}].
The conclusion of the lemma is then a simple consequence of the tail estimate (3.3)
and the usual formulas
E[eγH1{H>h}] = e
γhP (H > h) +
∫ ∞
h
γeγuP (H > u) du
and
E[eγH1{H<h}] = 1− e
γhP (H > h) +
∫ h
0
γeγuP (H > u) du. 
4.3. Environment on the left of 0. By definition, the distribution of the environ-
ment is translation invariant. However, the distribution of the “environment seen from
ek”, i.e. of (ωek+p)p∈Z, depends on k. When suitably conditioning the environment on
Z−, this problem vanishes.
Recall we defined both ei for i ≥ 0 and i ≤ 0, cf. (3.2).
Lemma 3. Under P≥0, the sequence (ei+1 − ei)i∈Z is i.i.d., and more precisely the
sequence of the excursions (V (ei + l)− V (ei))0≤l≤ei+1−ei, i ∈ Z, is i.i.d..
Proof. Let us denote L := {∀l < 0, V (l) ≥ 0}. Let Φ,Ψ be positive measurable
functions respectively defined on finite paths indexed by {0, . . . , k} for any k and on
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infinite paths indexed by Z−). We have
E≥0[Ψ((V (e−1 + l)− V (e−1))l≤0)Φ((V (e−1 + l)− V (e−1))0≤l≤−e−1)]
=
0∑
k=−∞
E[Ψ((V (k + l)− V (k))l≤0)Φ((V (k + l)− V (k))0≤l≤−k)1Ak ]P (L)
−1,
where Ak := {e−1 = k} ∩ L = {∀l < k, V (l) ≥ V (k), V (k) ≥ V (0), ∀k < l < 0, V (l) >
V (k)}. Using the fact that (V (k + l) − V (k))l∈Z has same distribution as (V (l))l∈Z,
this becomes
0∑
k=−∞
E[Ψ((V (l))l≤0)1(∀l<0,V (l)≥0)Φ((V (l))0≤l≤−k)1(V (−k)≤0,∀0<l<−k,V (l)>0)]P (L)
−1.
Finally, the independence between (V (l))l≤0 and (V (l))l≥0 shows that the previous
expression equals
0∑
k=−∞
E≥0[Ψ((V (l))l≤0)]E[Φ((V (l))0≤l≤−k)1(V (0)≥V (−k),∀0<l<−k,V (l)>V (0))]
= E≥0[Ψ((V (l))l≤0)]E[Φ((V (l))0≤l≤e1)],
hence
E≥0[Ψ((V (e−1 + l)− V (e−1))l≤0)Φ((V (e−1 + l)− V (e−1))0≤l≤−e−1)]
= E≥0[Ψ((V (l))l≤0)]E[Φ((V (l))0≤l≤e1)].
By induction we deduce that, under P≥0, the excursions to the left are independent
and distributed like the first excursion to the right. In addition, (V (l))l≥0 and (V (l))l≤0
are independent and, due to Markov property, the excursions to the right are i.i.d..
This concludes the proof: all the excursions, to the left or to the right, are independent
and have same distribution under P≥0. 
5. Independence of the deep valleys
The independence between deep valleys goes through imposing these valleys to be
disjoint (i.e. ai > di−1 for all i) and neglecting the time spent on the left of a valley
while it is being crossed (i.e. the time spent on the left of ai before ai+1 is reached).
NB. All the results and proofs from this section hold for any parameter κ > 0.
For any integers x, y, z, let us define the time
τ˜ (z)(x, y) := #{τ(x) ≤ k ≤ τ(y) : Xk ≤ z}
spent on the left of z between the first visit to x and the first visit to y, and the total
time
τ˜ (z) := #{k ≥ τ(z) : Xk ≤ z}
spent on the left of z after the first visit of z. Of course, τ˜ (z)(x, y) ≤ τ˜ (z) if z ≤ x.
We consider the event
NO(n) := {0 < a1} ∩
Kn−1⋂
i=1
{di < ai+1},
which means that the large valleys before en lie entirely on Z+ and don’t overlap.
The following two propositions will enable us to reduce to i.i.d. deep valleys.
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Proposition 1. We have
P (NO(n)) −→
n
1.
Proof of Proposition 1. Choose ε > 0 and define the event
AK(n) := {Kn ≤ (1 + ε)CI(log n)
κ}.
Since Kn is a binomial random variable of mean nqn ∼n CI(log n)
κ, it follows from
the law of large numbers that P (AK(n)) converges to 1 as n → ∞. On the other
hand, if the event NO(n)c occurs, then there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ Kn such that there is
at least one high excursion among the first Dn excursions to the right of di−1 (with
d0 = 0). Thus,
P (NO(n)c) ≤ P (AK(n)
c) + (1 + ε)CI(logn)
κ(1− (1− qn)
Dn)
≤ o(1) + (1 + ε)CI(logn)
κqnDn = o(1)
Indeed, for any 0 < x < 1 and α > 0, we have 1 − (1 − x)α ≤ αx by concavity of
x 7→ 1− (1− x)α. 
For x ≥ 0, define
(5.1) a(x) := max{ek : k ∈ Z, ek+Dn ≤ x}.
In particular, a(bi) = ai for all i ≥ 1, and a(0) = e−Dn .
Proposition 2. Under P≥0,
1
n1/κ
Kn∑
i=1
τ˜ (ai)(bi, di) =
1
n1/κ
n−1∑
k=0
τ˜ (a(ek))(ek, ek+1)1{Hk≥hn}
(p)
−→
n
0,
and
1
n1/κ
Eω
[ Kn∑
i=1
τ˜ (ai)(bi, di)
]
(p)
−→
n
0.
Proof. The equality is trivial from the definitions. The second expression has the
advantage that, under P≥0, all the terms have same distribution because of Lemma 3.
To overcome the fact that τ˜ (a(0))(0, e1)1{H≥hn} is not integrable for 0 < κ ≤ 1, we
introduce the event
An := {for i = 1, . . . , Kn, Hσ(i) ≤ V (ai)− V (bi)}
=
n−1⋂
k=0
{Hk < hn} ∪ {hn ≤ Hk ≤ V (ek−Dn)− V (ek)}.
Let us prove that P≥0((An)
c) = on(1). By Lemma 3,
P≥0((An)
c) ≤ nP≥0(H ≥ hn, H > V (e−Dn)).
Choose 0 < γ′ < γ′′ < γ (cf. (3.5)) and define ln :=
1+γ′
κ
logn. We get
P≥0((An)
c) ≤ n
(
P (H ≥ ln) + P (H ≥ hn)P
≥0(V (e−Dn) < ln)
)
.(5.2)
Equation (3.3) gives P (H ≥ ln) ∼n CIe
−κln = CIn
−(1+γ′) and P (H ≥ hn) ∼n
CIn
−1(log n)κ. Under P≥0, V (e−Dn) is the sum of Dn i.i.d. random variables dis-
tributed like −V (e1). Therefore, for any λ > 0,
P≥0(V (e−Dn) < ln) ≤ e
λlnE[e−λ(−V (e1))]Dn .
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Since 1
λ
logE[e−λ(−V (e1))] → −E[−V (e1)] ∈ [−∞, 0) as λ → 0
+, we can choose λ > 0
such that logE[e−λ(−V (e1))] < −λA1+γ
′′
1+γ
(where A was defined after (3.5)), hence
E[e−λ(−V (e1))]Dn ≤ n−λ
1+γ′′
κ . Thus, P≥0(V (e−Dn) < ln) ≤ n
−λ γ
′′−γ′
κ . Using these
estimates in (5.2) concludes the proof that P≥0((An)
c) = on(1).
Let us now prove the Proposition itself. By Markov inequality, for all δ > 0,
P
≥0
(
1
n1/κ
n−1∑
k=0
τ˜ (a(ek))(ek, ek+1)1{H≥hn} > δ
)
≤ P≥0((An)
c) +
1
δn1/κ
E
≥0
[
n−1∑
k=0
τ˜ (a(ek))(ek, ek+1)1{H≥hn}1An
]
≤ on(1) +
n
δn1/κ
E≥0
[
Eω[τ˜
(e−Dn )(0, e1)]1{H>hn, H<V (e−Dn)}
]
.(5.3)
Note that we have Eω[τ˜
(e−Dn )(0, e1)] = Eω[N ]Eω[T1], where N is the number of cross-
ings from e−Dn+1 to e−Dn before the first visit at e1, and T1 is the time for the random
walk to go from e−Dn to e−Dn +1 (for the first time, for instance); furthermore, these
two terms are independent under P≥0. Using (4.1), we have
Eω[N ] =
P0,ω(τ(e−Dn) < τ(e1))
Pe−Dn+1,ω(τ(e1) < τ(e−Dn))
=
∑
0≤x<e1
eV (x)−V (e−Dn ) = M2e
H−V (e−Dn)
hence, on the event {H < V (e−Dn)}, Eω[N ] ≤M2.
The length of an excursion to the left of e−Dn is computed as follows, due to (4.6):
Eω[T1] = Ee−Dn ,ω[τ(e−Dn + 1)] ≤ 2
∑
x≤e−Dn
e−(V (x)−V (e−Dn)).
The law of (V (x)−V (e−Dn))x≤e−Dn under P
≥0 is P≥0 because of Lemma 3. Therefore,
E≥0[Eω[T1]] ≤ 2E
≥0
[∑
x≤0
e−V (x)
]
= 2E≥0[R−] <∞,
with (4.9). We conclude that the right-hand side of (5.3) is less than
on(1) +
n
δn1/κ
2E≥0[R−]E[M21{H>hn}].
Since Lemma 2 gives E[M21{H>hn}] ≤ CP (H > hn) ∼n C
′e−κhn = C ′n−1(logn)κ, this
whole expression converges to 0, which concludes. The second limit of the Proposition
follows as well since the inequality (5.3) also holds with a quenched expectation in
the left-hand side (because An only depends on ω). 
6. Fluctuation of interarrival times
For any x ≤ y, we define the inter-arrival time τ(x, y) between sites x and y by
τ(x, y) := inf{n ≥ 0 : Xτ(x)+n = y}, x, y ∈ Z.
Let
τIA :=
Kn∑
i=0
τ(di, bi+1 ∧ en) =
n−1∑
k=0
τ(ek, ek+1)1{Hk<hn}
(with d0 = 0) be the time spent at crossing small excursions before τ(en). The aim
of this section is the following bound on the fluctuations of τIA.
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Proposition 3. For any 0 < κ < 2, under P≥0,
1
n1/κ
(
τIA − E
≥0[τIA]
) (p)
−→
n
0,(6.1)
and
1
n1/κ
Eω
[∣∣τIA − Eω[τIA]∣∣] (p)−→
n
0.(6.2)
This Proposition holds for 0 < κ < 1 in a simple way: we have, in this case, using
(4.5) and Lemma 2,
E
≥0[τIA] = nE
≥0[Eω[τ(e1)]1{H≤hn}] ≤ nE[2M
′
1M2e
H1{H≤hn}]
≤ Cne(1−κ)hn = o(n1/κ),
hence n−1/κτIA and its quenched and annealed expectations converge to 0 in L
1-norm
and thus in probability.
We now consider the case 1 ≤ κ < 2. By Chebychev inequality, this Proposition
will come as a direct consequence of Lemma 5 bounding the variance of τIA. However,
a specific caution is necessary in the case κ = 1; indeed, the variance is infinite in this
case, because of the rare but significant fluctuations originating from the time spent
by the walk when it backtracks into deep valleys. Our proof in this case consists in
proving first that we may neglect in probability (using a first-moment method) the
time spent backtracking into these deep valleys; and then that this brings us to the
computation of the variance of τIA in an environment where small excursions have
been substituted for the high ones (thus removing the non-integrability problem).
Subsection 6.1 is dedicated to this reduction to an integrable setting, which is
only involved in the case κ = 1 of Proposition 3 and of the theorems (but holds in
greater generality), while Subsection 6.2 states and proves the bounds on the variance,
implying Proposition 3.
6.1. Reduction to small excursions (required for the case κ = 1). Let h > 0.
Let us denote by d− the right end of the first excursion on the left of 0 that is higher
than h:
d− := max{ek : k ≤ 0, Hk−1 ≥ h}.
Remember τ˜ (d−)(0, e1) is the time spent on the left of d− before the walk reaches e1.
Lemma 4. There exists C > 0, independent of h, such that
(6.3) E≥0[τ˜ (d−)(0, e1)1{H≤h}] ≤ C
 e
−(2κ−1)h if κ < 1,
he−h if κ = 1,
e−κh if κ > 1.
Proof. Let us decompose τ˜ (d−)(0, e1) into the successive excursions to the left of d−:
τ˜ (d−)(0, e1) =
N∑
m=1
Tm,
where N is the number of crossings from d−+1 to d− before τ(e1), and Tm is the time
for the walk to go from d− to d−+1 on them-th time. Under Pω, the times Tm, m ≥ 1,
are i.i.d. and independent of N (i.e., more properly, the sequence (Tm)1≤m≤N can be
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prolonged to an infinite sequence with these properties). We have, using Markov
property and then (4.1),
Eω[N ] =
P0,ω(τ(d−) < τ(e1))
Pd−+1,ω(τ(e1) < τ(d−))
=
∑
0≤x<e1
eV (x)−V (d−)
and, from (4.6),
Eω[T1] = Ed−,ω[τ(d− + 1)] ≤ 2
∑
x≤d−
e−(V (x)−V (d−)).
Therefore, by Wald identity and Lemma 3,
E
≥0[τ˜ (d−)(0, e1)1{H≤h}] = E
≥0[Eω[N ]Eω[T1]1{H≤h}]
≤ 2E
[ ∑
0≤x<e1
eV (x)1{H≤h}
]
E≥0[e−V (d−)]EΛ(h)
[∑
x≤0
e−V (x)
]
,(6.4)
where Λ(h) := {∀k ≤ 0, V (k) ≥ 0}∩{H−1 ≥ h}. The first expectation can be written
as E[M2e
H1{H≤h}]. For the second one, note that d− = e−W , where W is a geometric
random variable of parameter q := P (H ≥ h); and, conditional on {W = n}, the
distribution of (V (k))e−W≤k≤0 under P
≥0 is the same as that of (V (k))e−n≤k≤0 under
P≥0(·|for k = 0, . . . , n− 1, H−k < h). Therefore,
E≥0[e−V (d−)] = E≥0
[
E[e−V (e1)|H < h]W
]
=
q
1− (1− q)E[eV (e1)|H < h]
,
and (1 − q)E[eV (e1)|H < h] converges to E[eV (e1)] < 1 when h → ∞ (the inequality
comes from assumption (b)), hence this quantity is uniformly bounded from above by
c < 1 for large h. In addition, (3.3) gives q ∼ CIe
−κh when h→∞, hence
E≥0[e−V (d−)] ≤ Ce−κh,
where C is independent of h. Finally, let us consider the last term of (6.4). We have
EΛ(h)
[∑
x≤0
e−V (x)
]
= E
[ ∑
e−1<x≤0
e−V (x)
∣∣∣∣H−1 ≥ h]+ E≥0[ ∑
x≤e−1
e−(V (x)−V (e−1))
]
E[e−V (e−1)]
≤ E[M ′1|H ≥ h] + E
≥0[R−]E[e
V (e1)],
hence, using Lemma 2, (4.9) and V (e1) ≤ 0, this term is bounded by a constant. The
statement of the lemma then follows from the application of Lemma 2 toE[M2e
H1{H≤h}].

The part of the inter-arrival time τIA spent at backtracking in high excursions can
be written as follows:
τ˜IA := τ˜
(d−)(0, b1 ∧ en) +
Kn∑
i=1
τ˜ (di)(di, bi+1 ∧ en)
=
n−1∑
k=0
τ˜ (d(ek))(ek, ek+1)1{Hk<hn},
where, for x ∈ Z,
d(x) := max{ek : k ∈ Z, ek ≤ x, Hk−1 ≥ hn}.
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In particular, d(0) = d− in the previous notation with h = hn.
Note that, under P≥0, because of Lemma 3, the terms of the above sum have same
distribution as τ˜ (d(0))(0, e1)1{H<hn}, hence
E
≥0[τ˜IA] = nE
≥0[τ˜ (d(0))(0, e1)1{H<hn}].
Thus, for E≥0[τ˜IA] to be negligible with respect to n
1/κ, it suffices that the expectation
on the right-hand side be negligible with respect to n1/κ−1. In particular, for κ = 1,
it suffices that it converges to 0, which is readily seen from (6.3). Thus, for κ = 1,
(6.5)
1
n1/κ
E
≥0[τ˜IA] −→
n
0,
hence in particular n−1/κτ˜IA → 0 in probability under P
≥0. Note that (6.5) actually
holds for any κ ≥ 1.
Let us introduce the modified environment, where independent small excursions are
substituted for the high excursions. In order to avoid obfuscating the redaction, we
will only introduce little notation regarding this new environment.
Let us enlarge the probability space in order to accommodate for a new family of
independent excursions indexed by N∗ × Z such that the excursion indexed by (n, k)
has same distribution as (V (x))0≤x≤e1 under P (·|H ≤ hn). Thus we are given, for
every n ∈ N∗, a countable family of independent excursions lower than hn. For every
n, we define the modified environment of height less than hn by replacing all the
excursions of V that are higher than hn by new independent ones that are lower than
hn. Because of Lemma 3, this construction is especially natural under P
≥0, where it
has stationarity properties.
In the following, we will denote by P ′ the law of the modified environment relative to
the height hn guessed from the context (hence also a definition of (P
≥0)′, for instance).
Remark. Repeating the proof done under P≥0 for (P≥0)′, we see that R− still has
all finite moments in the modified environment, and that these moments are bounded
uniformly in n. In particular, the bound for E≥0[(M ′1)
α(M2)
βeγH1{H≤hn}] given in
Lemma 2 is unchanged for (E≥0)′ (writing M ′1 = R− +
∑
0≤k<e1
e−V (x) and using
(a+ b)α ≤ 2α(aα + bα)). On the other hand,
E ′[R] =
∞∑
i=0
E ′[eV (ei)]E ′
 ∑
ei≤k<ei+1
eV (k)−V (ei)

=
∞∑
i=0
E[eV (e1)|H ≤ hn]
iE[M2e
H |H ≤ hn],
and E[eV (e1)|H ≤ hn] ≤ c for some c < 1 independent of n because this expectation is
smaller than 1 for all n and it converges toward E[eV (e1)] < 1 as n→ ∞. Hence, by
Lemma 2,
(6.6) if κ = 1, E ′[R] ≤ Chn
This is the only difference that will appear in the following computations.
Assuming that d(0) keeps being defined with respect to the usual heights, (6.3)
(with h = hn) is still true for the walk in the modified environment. Indeed, the
change only affects the environment on the left of d(0), hence the only difference in
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the proof involves the times Tm: in (6.4), one should substitute (E
≥0)′ for EΛ(h), and
this factor is uniformly bounded in both cases because of the above remark about R−.
We deduce that the time τ˜IA
′, defined similarly to τ˜IA except that the excursions
on the left of the points d(ei) (i.e. the times similar to Tm in the previous proof) are
performed in the modified environment, still satisfies, for κ = 1,
(6.7)
1
n1/κ
E
≥0[τ˜IA
′] −→
n
0.
Note now that
(6.8) τ ′IA := τIA − τ˜IA + τ˜IA
′
is the time spent at crossing the (original) small excursions, in the environment where
the high excursions have been replaced by new independent small excursions. Indeed,
the high excursions are only involved in τIA during the backtracking of the walk to
the left of d(ei) for some 0 ≤ i < n. Assembling (6.5) and (6.7), it is equivalent (for
κ = 1) to prove (6.1) or
1
n1/κ
(τ ′IA − E
≥0[τ ′IA])
(p)
−→
n
0,
and it is thus sufficient to prove
Var≥0(τ ′IA) = on(n
2/κ).
6.2. Bounding the variance of τIA. Because of the previous subsection, the proof
of Proposition 3 will follow from the following Lemma.
Lemma 5. We have, for 1 < κ < 2,
Var≥0(τIA) = on(n
2/κ)
and, for 1 ≤ κ < 2,
Var≥0(τ ′IA) = on(n
2/κ).
We recall that the second bound is only introduced to settle the case κ = 1; it
would suffice for 1 < κ < 2 as well, but introduces unnecessary complication. The
computations being very close for τIA and τ
′
IA, we will write below the proof for τIA
and indicate line by line where changes happen for τ ′IA. Let us stress that, when
dealing with τ ′IA, all the indicator functions 1{H·≤hn} (which define the small valleys)
would refer to the original heights, while all the potentials V (·) appearing along the
computation (which come from quenched expectations of times spent by the walk)
would refer to the modified environment.
Since we have
Var≥0(τIA) = E
≥0[Varω(τIA)] + Var
≥0(Eω[τIA]),
it suffices to prove the following two results:
E≥0[Varω(τIA)] = on(n
2/κ),(6.9)
Var≥0(Eω[τIA]) = on(n
2/κ).(6.10)
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Proof of (6.9). We have
(6.11) τIA =
n−1∑
p=0
τ(ep, ep+1)1{Hp<hn}
and by Markov property, the above times are independent under Po,ω. Hence
Varω(τIA) =
n−1∑
p=0
Varω(τ(ep, ep+1))1{Hp<hn}.
Under P≥0, the distribution of the environment seen from ep does not depend on p,
hence
(6.12) E≥0[Varω(τIA)] = nE
≥0[Varω(τ(e1))1{H<hn}].
We use Formula (4.8):
(6.13) Varω(τ(e1))1{H<hn} ≤ 16
∑
l′≤l≤j≤k≤e1, 0≤k
eV (k)+V (j)−V (l)−V (l
′)1{H<hn}.
Let us first consider the part of the sum where j ≥ 0. By noting that the indices
satisfy l′ ≤ j and l ≤ k, this part is seen to be less than (M ′1M2e
H)21{H<hn}. Lemma
2 shows that its expectation is less than Ce(2−κ)hn . For τ ′IA: The same holds, because
of the remark p. 18.
It remains to deal with the indices j < 0. This part rewrites as
(6.14)
∑
l′,l≤j<0
eV (j)−V (l)−V (l
′) ·
∑
0≤k<e1
eV (k)1{H<hn}.
Since V|Z+ and V|Z− are independent under P , so are the two above factors. The
second one equals eHM21{H<hn}. Let us split the first one according to the excursion
[eu−1, eu) containing j; it becomes
(6.15)
∑
u≤0
e−V (eu−1)
∑
eu−1≤j<eu
eV (j)−V (eu−1)
(∑
l≤j
e−(V (l)−V (eu−1))
)2
.
We have V (eu−1) ≥ V (eu) and, under P
≥0, V (eu) is independent of (V (eu + k) −
V (eu))k≤0 and thus of (V (eu−1+ k)− V (eu−1))k≤eu−eu−1, which has same distribution
as (V (k))k≤e1. Therefore, the expectation of (6.15) with respect to P
≥0 is less than∑
u≤0
E≥0[e−V (eu)]E≥0
 ∑
0≤j<e1
eV (j)
(∑
l≤j
e−V (l)
)2
≤ (1−E[eV (e1)])−1E≥0[eH(M ′1)
2M2].
Thus the expectation of (6.14) with respect to P≥0 is bounded by
(1− E[eV (e1)])−1E≥0[eH(M ′1)
2M2]E
≥0[eHM21{H<hn}].
From Lemma 2, we conclude that this term is less than a constant if κ > 1. The
part corresponding to j ≥ 0 therefore dominates; this finishes the proof of (6.9). For
τ ′IA: The first factor is (1− E[e
V (e1)|H < hn])
−1, which is uniformly bounded because
it converges to (1 − E[eV (e1)])−1 <∞ and, using Lemma 2, the two other factors are
each bounded by a constant if κ > 1 and by Chn if κ = 1 (cf. again the remark p. 18).
Thus, the part corresponding to j ≥ 0 still dominates in this case.
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We have proved E≥0[Varω(τIA))] ≤ Cne
(2−κ)hn . Since ne(2−κ)hn = n
2/κ
(log n)2−κ
, this
concludes.
Proof of (6.10). From equation (6.11) we deduce
Eω[τIA] =
n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]1{Hp<hn}
hence, using (4.4),
(6.16) Var≥0(Eω[τIA]) =
∑
i≤j, k≤l
(E≥0[AijAkl]− E
≥0[Aij ]E
≥0[Akl]),
where Aij := αije
V (j)−V (i)1{0≤j<en, H(j)<hn} for any indices i < j, and H(j) := Hq
when eq ≤ j < eq+1.
Let us split this sum according to the relative order of i, j, k, l and bound each term
separately. Note that, up to multiplication by 2, we may assume j ≤ l, hence we only
have to consider i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ l and i, k ≤ j ≤ l (either i ≤ k or k ≤ i).
• i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ l. Let us split again according to the excursion containing j. The
summand of (6.16) equals
(6.17)
n−1∑
q=0
(
E≥0[Aij1{eq≤j<eq+1}Akl]−E
≥0[Aij1{eq≤j<eq+1}]E
≥0[Akl]
)
.
In addition, we write Akl = Akl1{k≥eq+1} + Akl1{eq≤k<eq+1} in both terms in order to
split according to whether j and k lie in the same excursion.
Let us consider the case when j and k are in different excursions. Because of Markov
property at time eq+1 and of the stationarity of the distribution of the environment,
we have, for any i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ l,
E≥0[Aij1{eq≤j<eq+1}Akl1{eq+1≤k}] = E
≥0[Aij1{eq≤j<eq+1}]E
≥0[Akl1{eq+1≤k}],
hence these terms do not contribute to the sum (6.17). The same holds for τ ′IA.
For the remainder of the sum, we will only need to bound the “expectation of the
square” part of the variance, i.e. the terms coming from E≥0[AijAkl].
Let us turn to the case when j and k lie in the same excursion [eq, eq+1). We have
(remember αij ≤ 2)∑
i≤j≤k≤l
n−1∑
q=0
E≥0
[
AijAkl1{eq≤j≤k<eq+1}
]
≤ 4
n−1∑
q=0
E≥0
[ ∑
i≤j≤k≤l
eV (j)−V (i)1{eq≤j≤k<eq+1}e
V (l)−V (k)1{Hq<hn}
]
.
Because of Lemma 3, the last expectation, which involves a function of (V (eq + l) −
V (eq))l∈Z, does not depend on q. Thus it equals
4n
∑
i≤j≤k≤l
E≥0[eV (j)−V (i)1{0≤j≤k<e1}e
V (l)−V (k)1{H<hn}]
≤ 4nE≥0
[ ∑
i≤j≤e1, 0≤j
eV (j)−V (i)
∑
0≤k≤l, k<e1
eV (l)−V (k)1{H<hn}
]
.
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Splitting according to whether l < e1 or l ≥ e1, the variable in the last expectation
is bounded by (M ′1M2e
H)21{H<hn} + (M
′
1M2e
H)(M ′1
∑
l≥e1
eV (l))1{H<hn}. Note that∑
l≥e1
eV (l) ≤
∑
l≥e1
eV (l)−V (e1), which has same distribution as R and is independent
of M ′1,M2, H . The above bound thus becomes
4n
(
E≥0[(M ′1)
2(M2)
2e2H1{H<hn}] + E
≥0[(M ′1)
2M2e
H1{H<hn}]E[R]
)
.
From Lemma 2, this is less than 4n(Ce(2−κ)hn +C) ≤ C ′ne(2−κ)hn . For τ ′IA, this is un-
changed when κ > 1; and, if κ = 1, the above expression is bounded by 4n(Ce(2−κ)hn+
C(hn)
2), cf. (6.6), hence the bound remains the same.
• i, k ≤ j ≤ l (either i ≤ k or k ≤ i). We have∑
i,k≤j≤l
E≥0[AijAkl]
≤ 8
n−1∑
p=0
E≥0
[ ∑
i≤k≤j≤l
eV (l)−V (k)+V (j)−V (i)1{ep≤l<ep+1}1{Hp<hn}
]
.
Using Lemma 3 we see that the above expectation, which involves a function of
(V (ep + l)− V (ep))l∈Z, does not depend on p. Therefore, it equals
8nE≥0
[ ∑
i≤k≤j≤l≤e1, l≥0
eV (l)+V (j)−V (k)−V (i)1{H<hn}
]
.
The quantity in the expectation matches exactly the formula in (6.13) that was used
as a bound for Varω(τ(e1))1{H<hn} (with different names for the indices: (i, k, j, l)
becomes (l′, l, j, k)). Thus, it follows from the proof of (6.9) that∑
i,k≤j≤l
E≥0[AijAkl] ≤ Cne
(2−κ)hn = on(n
2/κ).
We have obtained the expected upper bound for each of the orderings, hence the
lemma.
6.3. A subsequent Lemma. The previous proofs of (6.9) and (6.10) entail the
following bound for the crossing time of one low excursion:
Lemma 6. We have, for 1 < κ < 2,
E≥0[Eω[τ(e1)
2]1{H<h}] ≤ Ce
(2−κ)h,
and similarly for (E≥0)′ when 1 ≤ κ < 2.
Proof. We have Eω[τ(e1)
2] = Varω(τ(e1)) + Eω[τ(e1)]
2. Equation (6.12) and the re-
mainder of the proof of (6.9) give:
E≥0[Varω(τ(e1))1{H<h}] ≤ Ce
(2−κ)h.
In order to see that the proof of (6.10) implies the remainding bound:
E≥0[Eω[τ(e1)]
21{H<h}] ≤ Ce
(2−κ)h,
it suffices to take n = 1 in the proof (except of course in “hn”) and to notice that,
although our proof gave a bound for the variance of Eω[τ(e1)], we actually only
needed to substract the “squared expectation”-terms (cf. (6.16)) corresponding to
indices lying in different excursions. . . a situation which doesn’t occur when n = 1.
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Thus our proof in fact gives (in this case only) a bound for the “expectation of the
square” of Eω[τ(e1)]. 
7. A general estimate for the occupation time of a deep valley
In this section we establish a precise annealed estimate for the tail distribution of
the time spent by the particle to cross the first positive excursion of the potential
above its past infimum. Since we shall use this result to estimate the occupation time
of deep valleys previously introduced, it is relevant to condition the potential to be
nonnegative on Z−. The main result of this section is the following.
Proposition 4. The tail distribution of the hitting time of the first negative record e1
satisfies
tκ P≥0 (τ(e1) ≥ t) −→ CT , t→∞,
where the constant CT is given by
(7.1) CT := 2
κ Γ(κ+ 1)CU .
The idea of the proof is the following. We show first that the the height of the
first excursion has to be larger than a function ht (of order log t). Secondly, we prove
that conditional on H ≥ ht the environment has locally “good” properties. Finally, we
decompose the passage from 0 to e1 into the sum of a random geometrically distributed
number of unsuccessful attempts to reach e1 from 0 (i.e. excursions of the particle
from 0 to 0 which do not hit e1), followed by a successful attempt. This enables us to
prove that τ(e1) behaves as an exponentially distributed random variable with mean
2Z where Z is defined by Z :=M1M2 e
H and whose tail distribution is studied in [6]
and recalled in Lemma 1.
In this proof, we denote τ(e1) by τ .
7.1. The height of the first excursion has to be large. Let the critical height
ht be a function of t defined by
(7.2) ht := log t− log log t, t ≥ e
e.
Lemma 7. We have
P
≥0(τ(e1) > t, H ≤ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
Proof. Let us first assume that 0 < κ < 1. Then, by Markov inequality, we get
P
≥0(τ > t,H ≤ ht) = E
≥0[Pω(τ > t)1{H≤ht}] ≤
1
t
E≥0[Eω[τ ]1{H≤ht}]
≤
1
t
E≥0[2M ′1M2e
H1{H≤ht}] ≤
1
t
Ce(1−κ)ht ,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2. Since t−1e(1−κ)ht = t−κ(log t)−(1−κ),
this settles this case.
Let us now assume 1 < κ < 2. By Markov inequality, we get
P
≥0(τ > t,H ≤ ht) ≤
1
t2
E≥0[Eω[τ
2]1{H≤ht}].
Applying Lemma 6 yields P≥0(τ > t,H ≤ ht) ≤ Ct
−2e(2−κ)ht , which concludes the
proof of Lemma 7 when κ 6= 1.
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For κ = 1, neither of the above techniques works: the first one is too rough, and
Varω(τ) is not integrable. We shall modify τ so as to make Varω(τ) integrable. To
this end, let us refer to Subsection 6.1 and denote by d− the right end of the first
excursion on the left of 0 that is higher than ht, and by τ˜ := τ˜
(d−)(0, e1) the time spent
on the left of d− before reaching e1. By Lemma 4 we have E
≥0[τ˜1{H<ht}] ≤ Chte
−ht ≤
C(log t)2t−1. Let us also introduce τ˜ ′, which is defined like τ˜ but in the modified
environment, i.e. by replacing the high excursions (on the left of d−) by small ones
(cf. after Lemma 4). Then we have
P
≥0(τ > t,H < ht) ≤ P
≥0(τ˜ > (log t)3, H < ht) + P
≥0(τ − τ˜ > t− (log t)3, H < ht)
≤
1
(log t)3
E
≥0[τ˜1{H<ht}] + P
≥0(τ − τ˜ + τ˜ ′ > t− (log t)3, H < ht)
= o(t−1) + (P≥0)′(τ > t− (log t)3, H < ht)
≤ o(t−1) +
1
(t− (log t)3)2
(E≥0)′[Eω[τ
2]1{H<ht}],
and Lemma 6 allows us to conclude just like in the case 1 < κ < 2.
Remark. An alternative proof for κ = 1, avoiding the use of a modified environment,
would consist in bounding the heights of all excursions on the left of 0 by increas-
ing quantities so as to give this event overwhelming probability; this method is used
after (11.5).

7.2. “Good” environments. Let us introduce the following events
Ω
(1)
t := {e1 ≤ C log t} ,
Ω
(2)
t :=
{
max
(
− V ↓(0, TH), V
↑(TH , e1)
)
≤ α log t
}
,
Ω
(3)
t :=
{
R− ≤ (log t)4tα
}
,
where max(0, 1 − κ) < α < min(1, 2 − κ) is arbitrary, and R− will be introduced in
Subsection 7.3. Then, we define the set of “good” environments at time t by
Ωt := Ω
(1)
t ∩ Ω
(2)
t ∩ Ω
(3)
t .
The following result tells that “good” environments are asymptotically typical.
Lemma 8. The event Ωt satisfies
P (Ωct , H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
The proof of this result is easy but technical and postponed to the Appendix page 41.
7.3. Preliminary results: two h-processes. In order to estimate finely the time
spent in a deep valley, we decompose the passage from 0 to e1 into the sum of a
random geometrically distributed number, denoted by N , of unsuccessful attempts
to reach e1 from 0 (i.e. excursions of the particle from 0 to 0 which do not hit e1),
followed by a successful attempt. More precisely, N is a geometrically distributed
random variable with parameter 1− p satisfying
(7.3) 1− p =
ω0∑e1−1
x=0 e
V (x)
=
ω0
M2eH
,
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and we can write τ(e1) =
∑N
i=1 Fi + G, where the Fi’s are the durations of the
successive i.i.d. failures and G that of the first success. The accurate estimation of
the time spent by each (successful and unsuccessful) attempt leads us to consider
two h-processes where the random walker evolves in two modified potentials, one
corresponding to the conditioning on a failure (see the potential V̂ ) and the other to
the conditioning on a success (see the potential V¯ ). Note that this approach was first
introduced in [7] to estimate the quenched Laplace transform of the occupation time
of a deep valley in the case 0 < κ < 1.
The failure case: the h-potential V̂ . Let us fix a realization of ω. To introduce the
h-potential V̂ , we define h(x) := Px,ω(τ(0) < τ(e1)). We introduce, for 0 < x < e1,
ω̂x := ωx
h(x+1)
h(x)
and, for x ≤ 0, ω̂x := ωx. Then classically, under P0,ω(·|τ(0) < τ(e1)),
(Xn)0≤n≤τ(0) has same law as under P0,ω̂. In particular, the length F of the first failed
attempt at reaching e1 from 0 (conditional on its existence) satisfies
E0,ω[F ] = E0,ω[τ(0)|τ(0) < τ(e1)] = E0,ω̂[τ(0)].
Since h is a harmonic function, we have 1 − ω̂x = (1 − ωx)
h(x−1)
h(x)
. Note that h(x)
satisfies, see (4.1),
(7.4) h(x) =
e1−1∑
k=x
eV (k)
( e1−1∑
k=0
eV (k)
)−1
, 0 < x < e1.
Now, V̂ can be defined for x ≥ 0 by V̂ (x) :=
∑x
i=1 log
1−ω̂i
ω̂i
. We obtain for any
0 ≤ x < y < e1,
(7.5) V̂ (y)− V̂ (x) = (V (y)− V (x)) + log
(
h(x) h(x+ 1)
h(y) h(y + 1)
)
.
Since h(x) is a decreasing function of x (by definition), we get for any 0 ≤ x < y ≤ e1,
(7.6) V̂ (y)− V̂ (x) ≥ V (y)− V (x).
From [7] (see Lemma 12) or the above preliminaries, we recall the following explicit
computations for the first and second moments of F . For any environment ω, we have
(7.7) Eω [F ] = 2ω0
( −1∑
i=−∞
e−V (i) +
e1−1∑
i=0
e−V̂ (i)
)
=: 2ω0 M̂1,
and
(7.8) Eω
[
F 2
]
= 4ω0R
+ + 4(1− ω0)R
−,
where R+ and R− are defined by
R+ :=
e1−1∑
i=1
(
1 + 2
i−2∑
j=0
eV̂ (j)−V̂ (i−1)
)(
e−V̂ (i−1) + 2
e1−1∑
j=i+1
e−V̂ (j−1)
)
,
R− :=
−1∑
i=−∞
(
1 + 2
0∑
j=i+2
eV (j)−V (i+1)
)(
e−V (i+1) + 2
i−1∑
j=−∞
e−V (j+1)
)
.
Moreover, we can prove the following useful properties.
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Lemma 9. For all t ≥ 1, we have on Ωt
Varω(F ) ≤ C(log t)
4tα,(7.9)
M2 ≤ C log t,(7.10)
|M̂1 −M1| ≤ o(t
−δ)M1,(7.11)
with δ ∈ (0, 1− α).
The proof of this result is postponed to the appendix.
The success case: the h-potential V¯ . In a similar way, we introduce the h-potential V¯
by defining g(x) := Px,ω(τ(e1) < τ(0)) = 1 − h(x). For any 0 < x < e1, we introduce
ω¯x := ωx
g(x+1)
g(x)
, and ω¯0 = 1. Then classically, under P0,ω(·|τ(e1) < τ(0)), (Xn)0≤n≤τ(e1)
has same law as under P0,ω¯. In particular, the length G of the first successful attempt
at reaching e1 from 0 satisfies
E0,ω[G] = E0,ω[τ(e1)|τ(e1) < τ(0)] = E0,ω¯[τ(e1)].
Since g is a harmonic function, we have 1 − ω¯x = (1 − ωx)
g(x−1)
g(x)
. Note that g(x)
satisfies, see (4.1),
(7.12) g(x) =
x−1∑
k=0
eV (k)
( e1−1∑
k=0
eV (k)
)−1
, 0 < x < e1.
Then, V¯ can be defined for x ≥ 0 by
V¯ (x) :=
x∑
i=1
log
1− ω¯i
ω¯i
.
Moreover, for any 0 < x < y ≤ e1, we have
(7.13) V¯ (y)− V¯ (x) = (V (y)− V (x)) + log
(
g(x) g(x+ 1)
g(y)g(y + 1)
)
.
Since g(x) is a increasing function of x, we get for any 0 ≤ x < y ≤ e1,
(7.14) V¯ (y)− V¯ (x) ≤ V (y)− V (x).
Moreover, we have for any environment ω (see (4.5)),
(7.15) Eω[G] ≤ 2
∑
0≤i≤j<n
eV¯ (j)−V¯ (i).
Using this expression, we can use the “good” properties of the environment to obtain
the following bound.
Lemma 10. For all t ≥ 1, we have on Ωt
Eω[G] ≤ C(log t)
4tα.
The proof of this result is again postponed to the appendix.
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7.4. Proof of Proposition 4. Recalling Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, the proof of Propo-
sition 4 boils down to showing that
tκP (H ≥ ht)P
Ωt (τ ≥ t) −→ CT , t→∞,
where
Ωt := Ωt ∩ {H ≥ ht} ∩ {∀x ≤ 0, V (x) ≤ 0}.
Using the notations introduced in the previous subsections we can first write
(7.16) PΩt (τ ≥ t) = EΩt [Pω (τ ≥ t)] = E
Ωt
[∑
k≥0
(1− p)pkPω(
k∑
i=1
Fi +G ≥ t)
]
.
Moreover, note that we will use ǫt in this subsection to denote a function which tends
to 0 when t tends to infinity but whose value can change from line to line.
Proof of the lower bound. Let us introduce ξt := (log t)
−1 for t ≥ e and
(7.17) K+ :=
eξtt
Eω [F ]
=
eξtt
2ω0M̂1
.
Since the random variable G is nonnegative, the sum in (7.16) is larger than∑
k≥0
(1− p)pkPω(
k∑
i=1
Fi ≥ t, k ≥ K+)
≥ pK+ − (1− p)
∑
k≥K+
pkPω(
k∑
i=1
Fi ≤ t, k ≥ K+).(7.18)
Now for any k ≥ K+, the probability term in (7.18) is less than
Pω(
k∑
i=1
Fi ≤ e
−ξtkEω [F ]) ≤
Varω(F )
kEω [F ]
2 (1− e−ξt)2
≤
Varω(F )
K+Eω [F ]
2 (1− e−ξt)2
≤
Varω(F )
t(1− e−ξt)2
,(7.19)
the last inequality being a consequence of the definition ofK+ given by (7.17) together
with the fact that eξtEω [F ] ≥ 1. Therefore, assembling (7.18) and (7.19) yields
P
Ωt (τ ≥ t) ≥ EΩt
[(
1−
Varω(F )
t(1− e−ξt)2
)
pK+
]
.
Since α < 2− κ < 1, Lemma 9 implies
(7.20) PΩt (τ ≥ t) ≥ (1− ǫt)E
Ωt
[
pK+
]
.
Furthermore, recalling (7.3) and (7.17) yields
EΩt
[
pK+
]
= EΩt
[
(1−
ω0
M2eH
)
eξt t
2ω0M̂1
]
≥ EΩt
[
(1−
ω0
M2eH
)
e
ξ′t t
2ω0M1
]
,
where the inequality is a consequence of Lemma 9 and ξ′t := ξt − log(1 − o(t
−δ)) =
ξt+o(t
−δ). Then, observe that ω0/M2e
H ≤ e−ht and recall that log(1−x) ≥ −x(1+x),
for x small enough, such that we obtain
EΩt
[
pK+
]
≥ EΩt
[
exp
{
−
eξ
′
tt
2Z
(1 +
ω0
M2eH
)
}]
≥ EΩt
[
e−
e
ξ′′t t
2Z
]
,
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where we recall that Z =M1M2 e
H and ξ′′t := ξ
′
t+log(1+e
−ht) = ξt+o(t
−δ). Moreover
Lemma 8 implies
EΩt
[
e−
eξ
′′
t t
2Z
]
≥ (1− ǫt)E
Ω∗t
[
e−
eξ
′′
t t
2Z
]
− ǫt
t−κ
P (H ≥ ht)
,
where
Ω∗t := {H ≥ ht} ∩ {V (x) ≥ 0, ∀x ≤ 0}.
Now, we would like to integrate with respect to Z. To this goal, let us introduce the
notation F
(t)
Z (z) := P
≥0(Z > z |H ≥ ht). An integration by part yields
EΩ
∗
t
[
e−
e
ξ′′t t
2Z
]
=
∫ ∞
eht
e−
e
ξ′′t t
2z dF
(t)
Z (z)
= −e
− e
ξ′′t t
2eht F
(t)
Z (e
ht) +
∫ ∞
eht
eξ
′′
t t
2z2
e−
eξ
′′
t t
2z F
(t)
Z (z) dz.(7.21)
Then, let us make the crucial observation that
F
(t)
Z (z) =
P≥0(Z > z)
P (H ≥ ht)
−
P≥0(Z > z, H < ht)
P (H ≥ ht)
.
Therefore, denoting by I the integral in (7.21), we can write I = I1−I2, where I1 and
I2 are given by
I1 :=
1
P (H ≥ ht)
∫ ∞
eht
eξ
′′
t t
2z2
e−
e
ξ′′t t
2z P≥0(Z > z) dz,
I2 :=
1
P (H ≥ ht)
∫ ∞
eht
eξ
′′
t t
2z2
e−
eξ
′′
t t
2z P≥0(Z > z, H < ht) dz.
To treat I1, let us recall that Lemma 1 gives the tail behaviour of Z under P
≥0:
(7.22) (1− ǫt)CUz
−κ ≤ P≥0(Z > z) ≤ (1 + ǫt)CUz
−κ,
for all z ≥ eht . Hence, we are led to compute the integral
(7.23)
∫ ∞
eht
eξ
′′
t t
2z2
e−
e
ξ′′t t
2z z−κ dz = e−κξ
′′
t 2κ
∫ eξ′′t t2
0
e−yyκ dy
 t−κ,
by making the change of variables given by y = eξ
′′
t t/2z. Observe that the integral
in (7.23) is close to Γ(κ + 1) when t tends to infinity (indeed ξ′′t → 0). Therefore,
recalling (3.3) and that CT = CU2
κΓ(κ+ 1), we obtain
(7.24) (1− ǫt)CT t
−κ ≤ I1 P (H ≥ ht) ≤ (1 + ǫt)CT t
−κ.
We turn now to I2. Repeating the proof of Corollary 4.2 in [6] yields
P≥0(Z > z, H < ht) ≤ Cz
−ηe(η−κ)ht ,
for any η > κ and all z ≥ eht . Therefore, repeating the previous computation, we get
(7.25) I2 P (H ≥ ht) ≤ C2
η
∫ eξ′′t t2
0
e−yyη dy
 e(η−κ)htt−η ≤ C2ηΓ(η + 1)e(η−κ)htt−η,
which yields I2 P (H ≥ ht) ≤ ǫtt
−κ, by choosing η larger than κ and recalling (7.2).
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Then assembling (7.24) and (7.25) implies I P (H ≥ ht) ≥ (1−ǫt)CT t
−κ and coming
back to (7.20)–(7.21), we obtain
P (H ≥ ht)P
Ωt (τ ≥ t) ≥ −e
− e
ξ′′t t
2eht P (H ≥ ht) + (1− ǫt)CT t
−κ,
which concludes the proof of the lower bound since exp{− e
ξ′′t t
2eht
}P (H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ)
when t tends to infinity; indeed yκe−cy → 0 when y → ∞ and t−1eht → 0 when
t→∞, see (7.2).
Proof of the upper bound. Using still the notations ξt := (log t)
−1 for t ≥ e, let us now
introduce
K− :=
e−ξtt
Eω [F ]
=
e−ξtt
2ω0M̂1
.
Let also ηt := ξt −
1
2
ξ2t , so that 0 < ηt < 1− e
−ξt . The sum in (7.16) is smaller than
pK− + (1− p)
∑
k≤K−
pkPω(
k∑
i=1
Fi +G ≥ t)
≤ pK− +
Eω[G]
ηtt
+ (1− p)
∑
k≤K−
pkPω(
k∑
i=1
Fi ≥ t(1− ηt)),(7.26)
the inequality being a consequence of Chebychev inequality. Furthermore, observe
that k ≤ K− implies t ≥ ke
ξtEω[F ] hence the probability term in (7.26) is less than
Pω(
k∑
i=1
Fi − kEω[F ] ≥ k(e
ξt(1− ηt)− 1)Eω[F ]) ≤
Varω(F )
k(eξt(1− ηt)− 1)2Eω[F ]2
(remembering 1− ηt > e
−ξt). Therefore,
Pω(τ ≥ t) ≤ p
K− +
Eω[G]
ηtt
+
Varω(F )
(eξt(1− ηt)− 1)2Eω[F ]2
∑
k≤K−
(1− p)pk
k
.
The last sum is less than (1 − p) log 1
1−p
= ω0
M2eH
log M2e
H
ω0
. On the event Ωt, we have
eH ≥ eht , Eω[F ] ≥ 1, M2 ≥ 1,
1
2
≤ ω0 ≤ 1, and (7.9), hence
P
Ωt (τ ≥ t) ≤ EΩt
[
pK−
]
+ EΩt
[
Eω[G]
ηtt
]
+
C(log t)4tα
(eξt(1− ηt)− 1)2
1
eht
EΩt
[
log(2M2e
H)
]
.
Let us now bound the three terms in the right-hand side of the previous equation.
Consider the last one. Using Lemma 2 and (3.3), we have
E[log(M2e
H)|H ≥ ht] = E[logM2|H ≥ ht] + E[H|H ≥ ht] ≤ C + ht
for some constant C. When t→∞, eξt(1− ηt)− 1 ∼
ξ3t
6
= 1
6 log3 t
. Since eht = t
log t
and
α < 1, the whole term is seen to converge polynomially to zero. In particular,
(7.27)
C(log t)4tα
(eξt(1− ηt)− 1)2
1
eht
EΩt
[
log(2M2e
H)
]
≤ ǫt
t−κ
P (H ≥ ht)
.
For the second term, Lemma 10 implies
(7.28) EΩt
[
Eω[G]
ξtt
]
≤ C
(log t)4tα
ξtt
≤ ǫt
t−κ
P (H ≥ ht)
,
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since α < 1. Finally, for the first expectation, we repeat the arguments of the proof
of the upper bound obtained for I. More precisely, recalling (7.3) and (7.17), we get
EΩt
[
pK−
]
≤ EΩt
[
(1−
ω0
M2eH
)
e
−ξ′t t
2ω0M1
]
≤ EΩt
[
e−
e
−ξ′t t
2Z
]
,
where the first inequality is a consequence of Lemma 9 and ξ′t := ξt− log(1+o(t
−δ)) =
ξt + o(t
−δ), while the second inequality is a consequence of log(1 − x) ≤ −x for
0 < x < 1. Then, an integration by part yields
EΩt
[
pK−
]
≤
1 + ǫt
P (H ≥ ht)
∫ ∞
eht
e−ξ
′
tt
2z2
e−
e
−ξ′t t
2z P≥0(Z > z) dz.
Making the change of variables given by y = e−ξ
′
tt/2z and recalling (7.22) imply
(7.29) P (H ≥ ht)E
Ωt
[
pK−
]
≤ (1 + ǫt)CT t
−κ.
Now, assembling (7.27), (7.28) and (7.29) concludes the proof of the upper bound.
8. Proof of Theorem 1
The results from Sections 5 and 6 enable us to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to
an equivalent i.i.d. setting and thus to apply a classic limit theorem.
NB: we first prove the theorem under P≥0, and the statement under P will follow.
8.1. Reduction to i.i.d. random variables. For all i ≥ 0, let Zi := τ(ei, ei+1), so
that (Zi)i≥0 is a stationary sequence under P
≥0 (cf. Lemma 3) and
τ(en) = Z0 + · · ·+ Zn−1.
Let us also enlarge the probability space (Ω × ZN,B,P≥0) in order to introduce an
i.i.d. sequence (ω(i), (X
(i)
n )n≥0)i≥0 of environments and random walks distributed ac-
cording to P≥0. Since the excursions of V are independent, it is possible to couple
ω and (ω(i))i≥0 in such a way that, for all i ≥ 0, H
(i) = Hi, or more generally that
the first excursion of ω(i) and the (i + 1)-th excursion of ω are the same. It suffices
indeed to build ω(i) from the excursion (ωei+x)1≤x≤ei+1−ei of ω and from independent
environments with law P≥0 on both sides of it.
For all integers i ≥ 0, we may now introduce
Ẑi := τ
(i)(e
(i)
1 )
which is defined like Z1(= τ(e1)) but relatively to (ω
(i), X(i)) instead of (ω,X). By
construction, (Ẑi)i≥0 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables distributed like Z1 under
P
≥0.
For 1 < κ < 2. We have the decomposition (where indices i range from 0 to n− 1)
τ(en)− E
≥0[τ(en)] =
( ∑
Hi<hn
Zi − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi<hn
Zi
])
+
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
)
1NO(n)c +
( ∑
Hi≥hn
τ˜i
)
1NO(n)(8.1)
+
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Z∗i
)
1NO(n) − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
]
,
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where, if Hi ≥ hn and j is such that σ(j) = i (i.e. ei = bj), τ˜i = τ˜
(aj )(ei, ei+1) is the
time spent on the left of aj after the first visit of ei and before reaching ei+1, and
Z∗i = Zi − τ˜i.
Due to Propositions 3, 1 and 2 respectively, the first three terms are negligible in
P
≥0-probability with respect to n1/κ, hence
τ(en)− E
≥0[τ(en)]
n1/κ
=
1
n1/κ
(( ∑
Hi≥hn
Z∗i
)
1NO(n) − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
])
+ o(1),
where o(1) is a random variable converging to 0 in P≥0-probability.
For κ = 1. Let
an := inf
{
t > 0 : P≥0(τ(e1) > t) ≤ n
−1
}
.
(Note that an ∼n CTn by Proposition 4). With the same definitions as above, we
decompose
τ(en)− nE
≥0[τ(e1)1{τ(e1)<an}] =
( ∑
Hi<hn
Zi − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi<hn
Zi
])
+
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
)
1NO(n)c +
( ∑
Hi≥hn
τ˜i
)
1NO(n)
+
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Z∗i
)
1NO(n) − nE
≥0[Z1(1{Z1<an,H≥hn} − 1{Z1≥an,H<hn})].
Note that the last term accounts for the difference between the restriction according
to the value of τ(e1), used on the left-hand side and that we need for applying the
limit theorem, and the restriction according to the height, used in the right-hand side
decomposition and throughout the paper.
Again, the first three terms are negligible with respect to n, hence n−1(τ(en) −
nE≥0[τ(e1)1{τ(e1)<an}]) equals
1
n
(( ∑
Hi≥hn
Z∗i
)
1NO(n) − nE
≥0[Z1(1{Z1<an,H≥hn} − 1{Z1≥an,H<hn})]
)
+ o(1).(8.2)
Let us resume to the general case 1 ≤ κ < 2. Observe that Z∗σ(j) is the time to
go from bj to dj for a random walk reflected at aj , hence it depends only on the
environment between aj + 1 and dj. On the other hand, under P (·|Kn = m,NO(n)),
the pieces (ωbj+x)aj<bj+x≤dj of the environment, for j = 1, . . . , m, are i.i.d. with same
distribution as (ωx)e−Dn<x≤e1 under
P≥0(·|H ≥ hn, H−k < hn for k = 1, . . . , Dn).
Remember indeed that a1 > 0 on NO(n); and due to our definition of deep valleys,
conditioning by the value of Kn only affects the number of deep valleys and not their
individual distributions, while conditioning by NO(n) implies the independence and
imposes the excursions between aj and bj to be small, for j = 1, . . . , Kn.
As a consequence, the term
(∑
Hi≥hn
Z∗i
)
1NO(n) has same distribution under P
≥0 as(∑
Hi≥hn
Ẑ∗i
)
1NO(n) under P(·|N̂O(n)), where Ẑ
∗
i 1{Hi≥hn} is defined like Z
∗
11{H≥hn}
but relative to (ω(i), X(i)), and
N̂O(n) :=
{
for j = 1, . . . , Kn, H
(σ(j))
−1 < hn, . . . , H
(σ(j))
−Dn
< hn
}
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is the event that Dn small excursions precede the high excursions in the i.i.d. frame-
work.
We deduce that, for 1 < κ < 2, the characteristic function satisfies
E
≥0
[
eiλn
−1/κ(τ(en)−E≥0[τ(en)])
]
= E≥0
[
exp
(
iλn−1/κ(
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Ẑ∗i
)
1NO(n) − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
]
)
)∣∣∣∣∣N̂O(n)
]
+ on(1)
= E≥0
[
exp
(
iλn−1/κ(
( ∑
Hi≥hn
Ẑ∗i
)
1NO(n) − E
≥0
[ ∑
Hi≥hn
Zi
]
)
)]
+ on(1)
′.
(8.3)
The last equality comes from P (N̂O(n)) →n 1, cf. Lemma 11 below, and from the
fact that the term in the expectation is bounded by 1. We have of course similar
equalities for κ = 1 from (8.2).
The following lemma will enable us to put the neglected terms back in the sum,
now with Ẑi instead of Zi, and thus complete the reduction to i.i.d. random variables.
For i ≥ 0, let ̂˜τ i be the time spent by X(i) on the left of e−Dn (= a1 if H > hn) before
e1 is reached, hence Ẑi = Ẑ
∗
i +
̂˜τ i.
Lemma 11. We have
P (N̂O(n)) −→
n
1,
1
n1/κ
n−1∑
i=0
̂˜τ i1{H(i)≥hn} (p)−→n 0,
(8.4)
1
n1/κ
(
n−1∑
i=0
Ẑi1{H(i)<hn} −E
[ n−1∑
i=0
Ẑi1{H(i)<hn}
])
(p)
−→
n
0.
Proof. These results follow respectively from the proofs of Propositions 1, 2 and 3,
made easier by the independence of the random variables Ẑ0, . . . , Ẑn−1. More precisely,
the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 hold in this i.i.d. context almost without a change.
And since the random variables Ẑi1{H(i)<hn}, i ≥ 0, are independent, the proof of
(8.4) for 1 < κ < 2 would follow from
nVar≥0(τ(e1)1{H<hn}) = o(n
2/κ),
and thus from nE≥0[τ(e1)
21{H<hn}] = o(n
2/κ), which is given by Lemma 6. For κ = 1,
the same modification of the environment as in Subsection 6.1 adapts immediately. 
From this lemma and (8.3), recomposing (8.1) with variables Ẑi (and using NO(n)
again, not N̂O(n)), we finally have, for 1 < κ < 2,
(8.5) E≥0
[
eiλn
−1/κ(τ(en)−E≥0[τ(en)])
]
= E
[
eiλn
−1/κ(Ẑ0+···+Ẑn−1−E[Ẑ0+···+Ẑn−1])
]
+ on(1).
Note that we used the equality E≥0[
∑
Hi>hn
Zi] = E[
∑
H(i)>hn
Ẑi], which results from
the equality in distribution of Zi1{Hi≥hn} and Ẑi1{H(i)≥hn} under P
≥0.
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As a conclusion, this shows that, for 1 < κ < 2, τ(en)−E
≥0[τ(en)]
n1/κ
has same limit in
law under P≥0 (if any) as Ẑ0+···+Ẑn−1−nE
≥0[Ẑ0]
n1/κ
, where the random variables Ẑi, i ≥ 0,
are i.i.d. with same distribution as τ(e1) under P
≥0.
For κ = 1, the same procedure shows that
τ(en)−nE≥0[τ(e1)1{τ(e1)<an}]
n
has same limit
in law under P≥0, if any, as
Ẑ0+···+Ẑn−1−nE≥0[Ẑ01{Ẑ0<an}
]
n
.
8.2. Conclusion of the proof. Let us quote (a particular case of) Theorem 2.7.7
from [5]:
Theorem 4. Suppose X1, X2, . . . are i.i.d. nonnegative random variables with a dis-
tribution that satisfies
P(X1 > x) = x
−αL(x)
where 1 ≤ α < 2 and L is slowly varying. Let Sn := X1 + · · ·+Xn,
an := inf
{
x : P(X1 > x) ≤ n
−1
}
and bn := nE[X11{X1<an}].
Then, if 1 < α < 2,
Sn − nE[X1]
an
(law)
−→
n
(−Γ(1− α))1/αScaα ,
where Scaα is a centered completely asymmetric stable random variable of index α,
defined in (2.2).
And if α = 1,
Sn − bn
an
(law)
−→
n
c+ Sca1 ,
where c = 1− γ (γ ≃ 0.577 being Euler’s constant), and Sca1 was defined in (2.3).
Remarks.
• Durrett [5] actually gives a different parametrization of the limit law. The
above parameters are obtained by comparing the real and imaginary parts of
expressions (7.11) and (7.13) (where there is a sign error) of [5], using the
following identities:
∫∞
0
1−cos x
xα+1
dx = cos
(
πα
2
)
Γ(1 − α) (for any 0 < α < 2),
and
∫ 1
0
sinu−u
u2
du+
∫∞
1
sinu
u
du = 1− γ. The value of c is however unimportant
in the following.
• If P(X1 > x) ∼x→∞
C
xα
, then we have an ∼n C
1/αn1/α.
Thanks to Proposition 4 and to the previous reduction (8.5) to an i.i.d. framework,
Theorem 4 gives that, for 1 < κ < 2,
under P≥0,
τ(en)− E
≥0[τ(en)]
n1/κ
(law)
−→
n
(−Γ(1− κ)CT )
1/κScaκ .
The random walk is almost-surely transient to +∞ under both P and P≥0 (cf. after
(4.3)), hence the total time spent on Z− is finite in both cases and thus trivially
negligible with respect to n1/κ. Since random walks under distributions P and P≥0
can simply be coupled so that they coincide after erasure of the time spent on Z−, we
conclude that the above limit (with unchanged centering) holds under P as well.
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We deduce, using the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem for (en)n
that (cf. the conclusion of [15])
(8.6) under P,
τ(n)− nv−1
n1/κ
(law)
−→
n
(−Γ(1 − κ)E[e1]
−1CT )
1/κScaκ ,
where v−1 := 1
E[e1]
E
≥0[τ(e1)]. Since (8.6) yields
τ(n)
n
→n v
−1 in probability, comparison
with Solomon [23] gives the value v−1 = E[τ(1)] = 1+E[ρ0]
1−E[ρ0]
. By (7.1),
(−Γ(1− κ)E[e1]
−1CT )
1/κ =
(
−Γ(1− κ)2κΓ(1 + κ)E[e1]
−1CU
)1/κ
,
and Euler’s reflection formula Γ(1 + κ)Γ(1− κ) = πκ
sinπκ
, together with the expression
of CU recalled in (4.10) leads to the value of Equation (2.4).
Finally, the limit law for Xn results using transience to +∞, cf. [15], pp.167–168.
For κ = 1, we get
under P≥0,
τ(en)− nE
≥0[τ(e1)1{τ(e1)<an}]
n1/κ
(law)
−→
n
CT (1− γ) + CTS
ca
1 .
Furthermore, using Proposition 4, when n→∞,
E
≥0[τ(e1)1{τ(e1)<an}] =
∫ an
0
P
≥0(τ(e1) > t) dt ∼ CT log(an) ∼ CT logn.
Like in the previous case, we may substitute P for P≥0 (letting the centering term
unchanged). Goldie [11] proved that, when κ = 1, CK =
1
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
, hence CT =
2E[e1]
E[ρ0 log ρ0]
. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1 (cf. [15] again for the inversion
argument).
9. Proof of theorems 2 and 3
Like for Theorem 1, we first prove the results under P≥0. We also prove (2.9) as a
tool.
9.1. Definition of the coupling. We recall here the coupling from [8] between the
quenched distribution of the random walk and an i.i.d. sequence (ei)i≥1 of exponential
random variables of parameter 1.
Given ω and e = (ei)i≥1, let us define
Ni =
⌊
−
1
log pi(ω)
ei
⌋
,
where pi(ω) = Pbi,ω(τ(bi) < τ(di)) (cf. (7.3)). Note that, conditionally on ω, (Ni)i≥1
is a sequence of independent geometric random variables of respective parameters
1−pi(ω), just like the sequence of the number of returns to bi before the walk reaches
di for i ≥ 1.
Given ω and e (and hence (Ni)i≥1), the random walk is sampled as usual as a
Markov chain, except that for every i ≥ 1 the number of returns to bi before the
walk reaches di for the first time is conditioned on being equal to Mi, which amounts
to saying that when the walk reaches bi for the first Mi times, it is conditioned on
coming back to bi before reaching di (this is still a Markov chain, namely the h-process
associated to V̂ ), while on the (Mi + 1)-th visit of bi, it is conditioned on reaching di
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first (this is the h-process associated to V¯ ). Due to the definition of (Mi)i≥1, given ω
only, the distribution of the walk is P0,ω.
In the following, e¯i = ei − 1.
9.2. Reduction to one valley. The above coupling enables us to give the following
bound:
W 1ω
(
τ(en)− Eω[τ(en)],
Kn∑
i=1
Eω[τ(bi, di)]e¯i
)
≤ Eω
[∣∣τ(en)− Eω[τ(en)]− Kn∑
i=1
Eω[τ(bi, di)]e¯i
∣∣]
≤ Eω
[∣∣τIA −Eω[τIA]∣∣]+ Kn∑
i=1
Eω
[∣∣τ(bi, di)− Eω[τ(bi, di)]ei∣∣],
where τIA is defined in Section 6 (note that for the Kn high excursions the centerings
simplify). We deduce, for all δ > 0,
P≥0
(
W 1ω
(
τ(en)− Eω[τ(en)],
Kn∑
i=1
Eω[τ(bi, di)]e¯i
)
> δn1/κ
)
≤ P≥0
(
Eω
[∣∣τIA − Eω[τIA]∣∣] > δ
2
n1/κ
)
+ P≥0
( n−1⋃
p=0
{
Eω
[∣∣τ(ep, ep+1)−Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]ep∣∣]1{Hp≥hn} ≥ δ2Knn1/κ
})
.
By Proposition 3, the first term is known to converge to 0 as n → ∞. As for the
other one, it is bounded by
P
(
Kn ≥ 2(logn)
κ
)
+ nP≥0
(
Eω
[∣∣τ −Eω[τ ]e∣∣] ≥ δ
4(logn)κ
n1/κ, H ≥ hn
)
,
where τ and e stand for τ(e1) (= τ(b1, d1) on {H ≥ hn}) and e1. By the proof of
Proposition 1, the first probability goes to 0. We are thus reduced to studying a single
excursion.
9.3. W 1-distance for one valley. We consider the same decomposition as in Sec-
tion 7:
τ = F1 + · · ·+ FN +G,
writing N for N1. By Wald identity, Eω[τ ] = Eω[N ]Eω [F ] + Eω[G]. Thus, we have∣∣τ −Eω[τ ]e∣∣ ≤ ∣∣F1 + · · ·+ FN −NEω[F ]∣∣ + Eω[F ]∣∣N − Eω[N ]e∣∣
+G+ Eω[G]e.
Let us consider each term, starting with the last two. On Ωn1/κ , by Lemma 10 we
have Eω[G] ≤ C(logn)
4nα/κ for some 0 < α < 1. Therefore, for large n,
P≥0
(
Eω[G] ≥
δn1/κ
16(logn)κ
, H > hn
)
≤ P
(
(Ωn1/κ)
c, H > hn
)
= o
(
n−1
)
,(9.1)
where we used Lemma 8.
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Conditioning first on N (which is independent of (Fi)i) and then applying Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, we have
Eω
[∣∣F1 + · · ·+ FN −NEω[F ]∣∣] ≤ Eω[Varω(F1 + · · ·+ FN ∣∣N)1/2]
= Eω
[
N1/2
]
Varω(F )
1/2.
Furthermore, Eω[N
1/2] ≤ Eω[N ]
1/2 = ((1 − p)−1 − 1)1/2 ≤ (M2)
1/2eH/2ω
−1/2
0 and,
under P≥0, ω0 ≥
1
2
a.s. Thus, using Lemma 9 to bound Varω(F ) we get
P≥0
(
Eω
[∣∣F1 + · · ·+ FN −NEω [F ]∣∣] > δn1/κ
16(logn)κ
, H > hn
)
≤ P≥0
(
(Ωn1/κ)
c, H > hn
)
+ P≥0
(
(M2)
1/2e
H
2 ≥
δn(1−
α
2
)/κ
C(log n)κ+2
, H > hn
)
.
As before, the first term is o(n−1). And the second one is less than
P (M2 ≥ (logn)
2κ, H > hn) + P
(
e
H
2 ≥
δn(1−
α
2
)/κ
C(logn)2κ+2
)
≤
P (H > hn)
(logn)2κ
E[M2|H > hn] + P
(
eH ≥
δ2n
2−α
κ
C2(log n)4(κ+1)
)
.
Each term is a o(n−1), due to (4.12), (3.3) and the fact that 2− α > 1.
Finally, we have∣∣N −Eω[N ]e∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣⌊ 1− log(1− p)e
⌋
−
(
1
p
− 1
)
e
∣∣∣∣
≤
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣− 1log(1− p) − 1p
∣∣∣∣)e + 1,
and the function x 7→ − 1
log(1−x)
− 1
x
extends continuously on [0, 1] and is thus bounded
by a constant C, hence
P≥0
(
Eω[F ]Eω
[∣∣N − Eω[N ]e∣∣] ≥ δn1/κ, H > hn)
≤ P≥0
(
Eω[F ] ≥
δ
C
n1/κ, H > hn
)
≤ P≥0
(
(Ωn1/κ)
c, H > hn
)
+
4CP (H > hn)
δn1/κ
E≥0[M1|H > hn]
for large n, due to (7.7) and (7.11). We conclude as before that this is negligible
compared to n−1.
Therefore, gathering all these estimates gives
P≥0
(
Eω
[∣∣τ −Eω[τ ]e∣∣] ≥ δ
4(logn)κ
n1/κ, H ≥ hn
)
= o(n−1).
9.4. Addition of small excursions and independence of the high ones. The
results of the last two subsections yield, under P≥0,
W 1ω
(τ(en)−Eω[τ(en)]
n1/κ
,
1
n1/κ
Kn∑
i=1
Eω[τ(bi, di)]e¯i
)
(p)
−→
n
0.(9.2)
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This is the statement of (2.9) along the random subsequence x = en, and under
P≥0 instead of P . Before proceeding to the interpolation from en to any x, let us show
how the statements of Theorems 2 and 3 can be quickly deduced from (9.2), modulo
the same restriction. We simply proceed in the same way as when we reduced to an
i.i.d. setting in Section 8.
More specifically, the only addition in Theorem 2 is the following term which we
shall prove is negligible:
(9.3)
1
n1/κ
n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]1{Hp<hn}e¯p.
For 0 < κ < 1, it suffices to note that the L1(Pω)-norm of this term is bounded by
Eω[τIA]
n1/κ
,
(since Eω[|e¯p|] = 2/e < 1), which converges to 0 in L
1(P ) and thus in probability in
this case (cf. after Proposition 3).
For 1 < κ < 2, let us write that the L1(Pω)-norm of (9.3) is bounded, using
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, by
1
n1/κ
Varω
( n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]1{Hp<hn}e¯p
)1/2
=
1
n1/κ
( n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1]
21{Hp<hn}
)1/2
,
hence
P≥0
(
Eω
[∣∣∣ 1
n1/κ
n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]1{Hp<hn}e¯p
∣∣∣] ≥ δ) ≤ 1
δ2n2/κ
nE≥0
[
Eω[τ ]
21{H<hn}
]
.
Lemma 6 then shows that the last expectation is less than n
2
κ
−1(logn)−(2−κ) so that
the right-hand side converges to 0.
For κ = 1, we do the same as for κ > 1, up to the usual reduction to the modified
environment (cf. Subsection 6.1): the decomposition τIA = τ
′
IA − τ˜IA + τ˜IA
′ of (6.8)
induces a similar decomposition from (9.3) (with the only addition of quenched ex-
pectations and weights). The terms corresponding to τ˜IA and τ˜IA
′ are neglected using
their first moment by the results (6.5) and (6.7) in Subsection 6.1, thus reducing the
problem to the modified environment, where Lemma 6 applies.
As for Theorem 3, which amounts to replacing Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)], 0 ≤ p ≤ n − 1,
in Theorem 2 by independent terms following the same distribution, one proceeds
along the same lines as in Subsection 8.1, i.e. a) for the small excursions, the above
derivation of Theorem 2 does not involve their correlation in any way, hence the proof
may as well be conducted for independent copies; and b) for the large excursions,
the independence between Eω[τ(bi, di)], i = 1, . . . , Kn, is only warranted on the event
NO(n) and for the crossing times reflected at ai, hence the proof boils down to
neglecting the probability of NO(n)c (which is done in Proposition 1) and the first
moment of the total time spent on the left of ai during the first crossing from bi to
di, for i = 1, . . . , Kn (which is done in the second part of Proposition 2).
9.5. Interpolation from τ(en) to τ(x). We now replace the subsequence τ(en) by
the whole sequence τ(x). We write the proof in the setting of Theorem 2, from which
the other cases follow, up to very minor modifications.
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Choose 1
2
< α < min(1, 1
κ
). For x ∈ N, we define the following event about the
environment:
Ax :=
{
e⌊ x−xα
E[e1]
⌋ < x < e⌊x+xα
E[e1]
⌋}.(9.4)
Since α > 1
2
, it follows from the central limit theorem, applied to the i.i.d. sequence
(en+1 − en)n, that
P (Ax)→ 1, x→∞.(9.5)
Starting from the preliminary version of Theorem 2 we have obtained so far, i.e. for
every δ > 0,
P≥0
(∣∣∣τ(en)− Eω[τ(en)]− n−1∑
p=0
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]e¯p
∣∣∣ > δn1/κ) −→
n
0,
the limit still holds along the deterministic subsequences
n−x :=
⌊
x− xα
E[e1]
⌋
and n+x :=
⌊
x+ xα
E[e1]
⌋
,
and according to (9.5) it is legitimate to restrict to the event Ax in the above proba-
bility for n = n±x . From that remark and n
±
x ∼x
x
E[e1]
, we conclude that the result of
Theorem 2 will follow from (under P≥0)
1
x1/κ
Eω
[∣∣τ(x)− τ(en+x )∣∣] (p)−→x 0, 1x1/κ ∣∣∣Eω[τ(x)]− Eω[τ(en+x )]∣∣∣ (p)−→x 0,
the same for n−x and
1
x1/κ
∑
n−x ≤p≤n
+
x
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)]e¯p
(p)
−→
x
0.
Of course the second limit will follow from the first one. Furthermore on Ax we have
Eω
[∣∣τ(x)− τ(en±x )∣∣] ≤ Eω[τ(en+x )− τ(en−x )] = ∑
n−x ≤p<n
+
x
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)],
so that the three limits will come as a consequence of the following application of
Markov inequality:
P≥0
( ∑
n−x ≤p≤n
+
x
Eω[τ(ep, ep+1)] > δx
1/κ
)
≤ P (∃n−x ≤ p ≤ n
+
x , Hp > hx) +
n+x − n
−
x + 1
δx1/κ
E≥0
[
Eω[τ(e1)], H < hx
]
≤
2xα
E[e1]
P (H > hx) +
2xα + 1
δx1/κ
E≥0[2M ′1M2e
H , H < hx].
By (3.3) and α < 1, the first term goes to 0. By Lemma 2 and since α < 1
κ
, the
second term goes to 0 as well. This proves Theorem 2, under P≥0.
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9.6. Conclusion. Let us finally discuss the change of probability from P≥0 to P . For
Theorem 1, it was sufficient to notice that the time spent on Z− is finite a.s. under
P and P≥0. Here, it suffices similarly to note that the quenched expectation of the
time spent on Z− is finite a.s. under P and P
≥0, which follows from (4.3) and (4.6)
(and E[log ρ] < 0) since this expectation is E0,ω[τ(1)]P1,ω(τ(0) = ∞)
−1 . This ends
the proof of (2.9) and Theorems 2 and 3.
Note that the tail estimate of Ẑi (i.e. of Eω[τ(e1)] under P
≥0) given in Theorem 3,
while not being exactly a consequence of Lemma 1, follows simply from it. Indeed, the
expression Eω[τ(e1)] = Eω[N ]Eω[F ]+Eω[G] = 2e
HM̂1M2+Eω[G], together with (7.11)
and Lemma 10, gives the following, for some α < 1 and δ > 0:
P≥0
(
Z >
t
1 + o(t−δ)
)
≤ P≥0(Eω[τ(e1)] > t) ≤ P
≥0(Ωct)+P
≥0
(
Z >
t− C(log t)4tα
1 + o(t−δ)
)
,
and P≥0(Ωct) = o(t
−κ) by Lemma 8.
10. Proof of Corollary 2
We show here how Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 3. With the notations of this
theorem, it suffices to prove
L
(
1
x1/κ
x∑
i=1
Ẑie¯i
∣∣∣∣∣(Ẑi)i≥1
)
W1
−→
x
L
(
∞∑
i=1
ξie¯i
∣∣∣∣∣(ξi)i≥1
)
in law,
where (Ẑi)i≥1 are i.i.d., independent of (e¯i)i≥1, such that P (Ẑ1 > t) ∼ CZt
−κ, and
(ξi)i≥1 is a Poisson point process of intensity CZ
κdx
xκ+1
, independent of (e¯i)i≥1. This
reduction comes from the following easy property:
Lemma 12. If random variables (Xn)n, (Yn)n and Y take values in a metric space
(E, d), d(Xn, Yn)→n 0 in probability and Yn →n Y in law imply Xn →n Y in law.
Let us recall a simple result about order statistics of heavy-tailed random variables:
Proposition 5. Let (Zi)i≥1 be i.i.d. copies of a random variable Z ≥ 0 such that
(10.1) P (Z > t) ∼ CZt
−κ, t→∞,
for some constant CZ > 0. Then, if for every n ≥ 1 we denote by Z
(1)
n ≥ · · · ≥ Z
(n)
n
an ordering of the finite subsequence (Z1, . . . , Zn), we have, for every k ≥ 1,
1
n1/κ
(Z(1)n , . . . , Z
(k)
n )
law
−→
n
(ξ(1), . . . , ξ(k)),
where ξ(k) = C
1/κ
Z (f1 + · · · + fk)
−1/κ for k ≥ 1, (fk)k being i.i.d. exponential random
variables of parameter 1. (cf. (2.10))
Proof. Let Y
(i)
n := nCZ(Z
(i)
n )−κ, and Yn = nCZ(Z1)
−κ. From (10.1) we deduce
nP (Yn ∈ [a, b])→n b− a for all 0 < a < b. Then, for all t1, . . . , tk > 0,
P (t1 < Y
(1)
n < t2 < Y
(2)
n < · · · < tk < Y
(k)
n )
= n(n− 1) · · · (n− (k − 1) + 1)P (Yn ∈ [t1, t2]) · · ·P (Yn ∈ [tk−1, tk])P (Yn /∈ [0, tk])
n−k
→n (t2 − t1) · · · (tk − tk−1)e
−tk = P (t1 < f1 < t2 < f1 + f2 < · · · < tk < f1 + · · ·+ fk),
by a simple computation, from where the Proposition follows. 
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Thanks to this Lemma and Skorohod’s representation theorem, there exists a copy
(ξ˜(p))p≥1 of (ξ
(p))p≥1 and, for all k ≥ 1, there exist random variables (Z˜
(1)
k,n, . . . , Z˜
(k)
k,n)n≥k
such that (borrowing notation from the Lemma) for every n ≥ k (Z˜
(1)
k,n, . . . , Z˜
(k)
k,n) is a
copy of (Ẑ
(1)
n , . . . , Ẑ
(k)
n ), and
1
n1/κ
(Z˜
(1)
k,n, . . . , Z˜
(k)
k,n)
(p)
−→
n
(ξ˜(1), . . . , ξ˜(k)).
We chose (ξ˜(p))p≥1 not depending on k to ease notation but this is unessential since
we only need to understand the convergences in probability Xn
(p)
−→
n
X as properties
of the law of (Xn, X) for every n, no matter on which space Ωn this couple is defined.
We may also introduce additional random variables (Z˜
(k+1)
k,n , . . . , Z˜
(n)
k,n)n≥1 such that
for every n (Z˜
(1)
k,n, . . . , Z˜
(n)
k,n) is a copy of (Ẑ
(1)
n , . . . , Ẑ
(n)
n ).
Then, by a diagonal argument, we can define (Z˜
(p)
n )1≤p≤n such that, for every n,
(Z˜
(p)
n )1≤p≤n is a copy of (Z
(1)
n , . . . , Z
(n)
n ) and, for every k,
(10.2)
1
n1/κ
(Z˜(1)n , . . . , Z˜
(k)
n )
(p)
−→
n
(ξ˜(1), . . . , ξ˜(k)).
Indeed, there is an increasing sequence (N(k))k such that for all k ≥ 1, for n ≥ N(k),
P
(∥∥∥ 1
n1/κ
(Z˜
(1)
k,n, . . . , Z˜
(k)
k,n)− (ξ˜
(1), . . . , ξ˜(k))
∥∥∥
1
>
1
k
)
<
1
k
,
(hence the same bound holds also for the first k′ ≤ k components) and then we define,
for n ≥ N(1) and 1 ≤ p ≤ n, Z˜
(p)
n = Z˜
(p)
k,n where k is given by N(k) ≤ n < N(k+1); and
for instance Z˜
(p)
n = Z˜
(p)
1,n when 1 ≤ p ≤ n < N(1). This is easily seen to satisfy (10.2).
We have, for all n ≥ k,
W 1
Z˜,ξ˜
(
n∑
i=1
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
e¯i,
∞∑
i=1
ξ˜(i)e¯i
)
≤ EZ˜,ξ˜
[∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
e¯i −
∞∑
i=1
ξ˜(i)e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ EZ˜
[∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=k+1
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣
]
+ EZ˜,ξ˜
[∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
i=1
(
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
− ξ˜(i)
)
e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣
]
+ Eξ˜
[∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
i=k+1
ξ˜(i)e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤
√√√√ n∑
i=k+1
( Z˜(i)n
n1/κ
)2
+
k∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣ Z˜(i)nn1/κ − ξ˜(i)
∣∣∣∣∣+
√√√√ ∞∑
i=k+1
(
ξ˜(i)
)2
,(10.3)
using E[|e¯i|] = 2/e ≤ 1 and the inequality E[|W |]
2 ≤ E[W 2] = Var(W ) for any
centered random variable W . Let εk > 0 be such that
k−1/κ ≪ εk ≪ 1, k →∞.
Since Ẑ
(k)
n ≥ Ẑ
(i)
n for i ≥ k,
P
(√√√√ n∑
i=k+1
( Ẑ(i)n
n1/κ
)2
≥
δ
3
)
≤ P
(
Ẑ
(k)
n
n1/κ
≥ εk
)
+ P
( n∑
i=1
( Ẑi
n1/κ
)2
1
{
Ẑi
n1/κ
<εk}
≥
(δ
3
)2)
≤ P
(
Ẑ
(k)
n
n1/κ
≥ εk
)
+
9
δ2
nE
[( Ẑ1
n1/κ
)2
1
{
Ẑ1
n1/κ
<εk}
]
,
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hence, using (10.2) and (3), for all δ > 0,
lim sup
n
P
(√√√√ n∑
i=k+1
( Ẑ(i)n
n1/κ
)2
≥
δ
3
)
≤ P (ξ(k) ≥ εk) +
9
δ2
2C
2− κ
ε
1−κ
2
k =: ϕδ(k),
where C > CZ is arbitrary. Note that ϕδ(k)→k 0 due to the choice of εk and to (2.11).
We also have, respectively because of (10.2) and of
∑
i(ξ
(i))2 <∞ a.s. (cf. (2.11)),
lim
n
P
( k∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣ Z˜(i)nn1/κ − ξ˜(i)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ δ3) = 0 and P
(√√√√ ∞∑
i=k+1
(ξ(i))
2
≥
δ
3
)
=: ψδ(k) = ok(1).
Thus, from (10.3), for all δ > 0,
lim sup
n
P
(
W 1
Z˜,ξ˜
(
n∑
i=1
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
e¯i,
∞∑
i=1
ξ˜(i)e¯i
)
≥ δ
)
≤ ϕδ(k) + ψδ(k)→k 0.
Thanks to our diagonal argument, the left-hand side does not depend on k. Thus,
L
(
n∑
i=1
Z˜
(i)
n
n1/κ
e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣ (Z˜(i)n )1≤i≤n
)
W 1
−→
n
L
(
∞∑
i=1
ξ˜(i)e¯i
∣∣∣∣∣ ξ˜
)
in probability,
and therefore in law. Since the convergence in law only deals with the laws of Z˜n for
n ≥ 1 and of ξ˜ (and not on their coupling), this concludes the proof of Corollary 2.
11. Appendix
11.1. Proof of Lemma 8. Recalling the definition of Ωt, the proof of Lemma 8 boils
down to showing that for i = 1, 2, 3,
(11.1) P ((Ω
(i)
t )
c, H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
The case i = 1 is trivial. Indeed, the fact that e1 has some finite exponential
moments (see after (3.1)) implies that P ((Ω
(1)
t )
c) = o(t−κ) when t tends to infinity
(for large enough C).
Furthermore, this result implies that the case i = 2 is a consequence of
P ((Ω
(2)
t )
c, Ω
(1)
t , H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
Then, let us observe that V ↑(TH , e1) is less than V
↑(Tht , e1) which is bounded by
V ↑(Tht , Tht + ⌈C log t⌉) on Ω
(1)
t . Applying the strong Markov property at time Tht , we
get that P (V ↑(TH , e1) ≥ α log t, Ω
(1)
t , H ≥ ht) is bounded by
P (H ≥ ht)P (V
↑(0, ⌈C log t⌉) ≥ α log t) ≤ P (H ≥ ht)P
(
max
1≤k≤⌈C log t⌉
Hk ≥ α log t
)
≤ C(log t)P (H ≥ ht)P (H ≥ α log t).
Recalling that ht = log t− log log t, that α > 0 together with Iglehart’s result yields
P (V ↑(TH , e1) ≥ α log t, Ω
(1)
t , H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
Then to prove (11.1) for i = 2, it remains to show that
(11.2) P (V ↓(0, TH) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht) = o(t
−κ), t→∞.
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Observing that V ↓(0, TH) = min{V
↓(0, Tht), V
↓(Tht , TH)}, we will treat each term
separately. From the trivial inclusion{
V ↓(0, Tht) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht
}
⊂
{
T ↓(α log t)< Tht< T(−∞,0]
}
,
it follows that P (V ↓(0, Tht) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht) is less than
⌊ht⌋∑
p=⌊α log t⌋
P (Mα ∈ [p, p+ 1), T
↓(α log t) < Tht < T(−∞,0]),
whereMα := max{V (k) : 0 ≤ k ≤ T
↓(α log t)}. Applying the strong Markov property
at time T ↓(α log t), we bound the term of the previous sum by P (S ≥ p)P (S ≥
ht− (p+1−α log t)). Then recalling that there exists C such that P (S ≥ p) ≤ Ce
−κp
for all p ≥ 0 (see (3.4)), we obtain the uniform bound Ce−κ(ht+α log t) for the summand,
which yields
(11.3) P (V ↓(0, Tht) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht) ≤ Chte
−κ(ht+α log t) = o(t−κ), t→∞,
since ht = log t− log log t and α > 0. Furthermore, applying again the strong Markov
property at Tht, we obtain
P (V ↓(Tht , TH) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht) ≤ P (H ≥ ht)P (V
↓(0, TS) ≤ −α log t).
Then, applying the strong Markov property at T ↓(α log t), we get that P (V ↓(0, TS) ≤
−α log t) is less than P (S > α log t), which yields
(11.4) P (V ↓(Tht , TH) ≤ −α log t, H ≥ ht) ≤ Ce
−κ(ht+α log t) = o(t−κ), t→∞.
Now assembling (11.3) and (11.4) implies (11.2) and concludes the proof of the case
i = 2.
Let us consider the last case i = 3. Since R− depends only on {V (x), x ≤ 0}, and
P (H > ht) ∼ CIt
−κ(log t)κ when t → ∞, it suffices to prove P≥0(R− > (log t)4tα) =
o((log t)−κ). This would follow (for any α > 0) from Markov property if E≥0[R−] <∞.
We have (changing indices and incorporating the single terms into the sums):
R− =
∑
i≤0
(
1 + 2
∑
i<j≤0
eV (j)−V (i)
)(
e−V (i) + 2
∑
k≤i−1
e−V (k)
)
≤ 4
∑
k≤i≤j≤0
eV (j)−V (i)−V (k),(11.5)
and this latter quantity was already seen to be integrable under P≥0, after (6.14),
when 1 < κ < 2. In order to deal with the case 0 < κ ≤ 1, let us introduce the event
At =
∞⋂
k=1
{H−k <
1
κ
log k2 + log t+ log log t}.
On one hand, by (3.3), P ((At)
c) ≤
∑∞
k=1
C
k2(t log t)κ
=
(∑∞
k=1
C
k2
)
t−κ
(log t)κ
= o(t−κ). On
the other hand, proceding like after (6.14),
E≥0[R−1At ] ≤ 4
∑
u≤0
E≥0[e−V (eu)]E≥0[(M ′1)
2M2e
H1{H< 1
κ
log u2+log t+log log t}]
and E≥0[e−V (eu)] = E[eV (e1)]u hence, using Lemma 2, when 0 < κ < 1,
E≥0[R−1At ] ≤ 4
(∑
u≤0
E[eV (e1)]u
1
u2(1−κ)/κ
)
(t log t)1−κ = C(t log t)1−κ,
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and when κ = 1,
E≥0[R−1At ] ≤ 4
∑
u≤0
E[eV (e1)]u(
1
κ
log u2 + log t+ log log t) ≤ C log t.
Finally, by Markov inequality,
P≥0(R− > tα(log t)4) ≤ P≥0((At)
c) +
1
tα(log t)4
E≥0[R−1At ]
is negligible with respect to (log t)−κ for any α ≥ 1 − κ when 0 < κ < 1, and for any
α > 0 when κ = 1.
11.2. Proof of Lemma 9. The proof of (7.10) is a direct consequence of the defini-
tions of M2 and Ωt. Then, we shall first prove (7.9). Since V arω(F ) ≤ Eω [F
2] , we
shall bound Eω [F
2] . Recalling (7.8) implies
R+ ≤ C(log t)3e−V̂
↓(0,e1) max
0≤j≤e1
e−V̂ (j),
on Ωt. To bound V̂
↓(0, e1) by below, observe first that (7.6) yields V̂
↓(0, TH) ≥
V ↓(0, TH) ≥ −α log t on Ωt.Moreover, (7.4) together with (7.5) imply that V̂ (y)−V̂ (x)
is greater on Ωt than
[V (y)− max
y≤j≤e1−1
V (j)]− [V (x)− max
x≤j≤e1−1
V (j)]− log log t−O(1),
for any TH ≤ x ≤ y ≤ e1, which yields V̂
↓(TH , e1) ≥ −α log t− log log t−O(1) on Ωt.
Furthermore, since (7.4) and (7.5) imply that V̂ (TH) is larger than max0≤j≤TH V̂ (j)−
log log t−O(1), assembling V̂ ↓(0, TH) ≥ −α log t with V̂
↓(TH , e1) ≥ −α log t−log log t−
O(1) yields
(11.6) V̂ ↓(0, e1) ≥ −α log t− log log t− O(1).
Then, coming back to (11.2), we have to bound max0≤j≤e1 exp{−V̂ (j)}. Recalling
(7.6), we have min0≤j≤TH V̂ (j) ≥ min0≤j≤TH V (j) ≥ 0, by definition of the deep valleys.
Moreover, it follows from (11.6) that, for any TH ≤ j ≤ e1,
min
TH≤j≤e1
V̂ (j) = min
TH≤j≤e1
(V̂ (j)− V̂ (TH)) + V̂ (TH)
≥ V̂ ↓(TH , e1) + ht ≥ ht − α log t− log log t−O(1),
which is greater than 0 for t large enough. Therefore, recalling (11.6) and (11.2), we
get R+ ≤ C(log t)4tα on Ωt. This result together with the fact that R
− ≤ C(log t)4tα
on Ωt concludes the proof of (7.9).
In a second step, we prove (7.11). To this aim, observe first that −S1 ≤ M̂1−M1 ≤
S2, where S1 :=
∑TH−1
i=0 |e
−V (i) − e−V̂ (i)| and S2 :=
∑e1−1
i=TH
e−V̂ (i). By definition of Ωt
and since TH ≥ Tht we get S2 ≤ C(log t) e
−ht−V̂ ↓(0,e1) which yields S2 = o(t
−δ), when
t → ∞ by recalling (11.6). To bound S1, the definition of h(·) (from the h-process)
given in Subsection 7.3 implies
S1 ≤
TH−1∑
i=0
e−V (i)(1− h(i)) ≤ C(log t)e−ht
TH−1∑
i=0
emax0≤j≤i V (j)−V (i),
on Ωt. Since TH ≤ e1 ≤ C log t on Ωt, we obtain S1 ≤ C(log t)
2e−ht−V
↓(0,TH ). This
concludes the proof of (7.11) by recalling that V ↓(0, TH) is larger than −α log t.
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11.3. Proof of Lemma 10. Recalling (7.15), we get Eω[G] ≤ C(log t)
2eV¯
↑(0,e1) on
Ωt. Therefore the proof of Lemma 10 boils down to finding an upper bound for the
largest rise V¯ ↑(0, e1) of V¯ inside the interval [0, e1]. Observe first that (7.14) allows to
bound the largest rise V¯ ↑(TH , e1) of V¯ on the interval [TH , e1] by the largest rise of V
on this interval, which is less than α log t on Ωt. Concerning the largest rise of V¯ on
the interval [0, TH ], we notice, taking into account the small size of the fluctuations
of V controlled by Ωt, that (7.12) and (7.13) imply that the difference V¯ (y)− V¯ (x) is
less or equal than
[V (y)− max
0≤j≤y
V (j)]− [V (x)− max
0≤j≤x
V (j)] + log log t+O(1),
which yields V¯ ↑(0, TH) ≤ α log t+ log log t+O(1) on Ωt. Furthermore, (7.14) and the
fact that maxTH≤y≤e1 V (y) ≤ V (TH) yields maxTH≤y≤e1 V¯ (y) ≤ V¯ (TH) imply
V¯ ↑(0, e1) ≤ max
{
V¯ ↑(0, TH), V¯
↑(TH , e1)
}
,
from which we conclude the proof of Lemma 10.
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